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1. Introduction
Complex oxides of the early transition metals in their highest oxidation states
display a remarkable variety of properties, including catalytic [1], electrooptic [2],
high-~ dielectric [3], electromechanical [4], ferroelectric [5], and charge density
wave [6] behavior. The structural basis for this behavior, although understood in
general terms, is not well understood on the atomic-molecular size scale, and as
a result, these properties are difficult or impossible to control chemically. A first
step toward addressing this problem is clear definition of structure and bonding in
these materials, the subject of this Chapter.
Structural diversity is a hallmark of early transition metal oxide chemistry [7].
In high-valent oxides, coordination numbers range from four to seven, coordination geometry is often severely distorted from idealized polyhedral geometry,
and coordination polyhedra are linked by vertex-, edge-, and face-sharing [8].
From this point of view, coordination compounds, polyoxometalates, and lattice
compounds have little in common, especially when blues [9], bronzes [10], and
so-called non stoichiometric phases [11] are taken into account. A far different sit• e-mail: wklemper@uiuc.edu
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uation is obtained, however, if the structures of these compounds are represented
in terms of metal-oxygen bonding interactions [12-16] as opposed to linkages
between coordination polyhedra. By first distinguishing between relatively weak
bonds and relatively strong bonds and then defining structural building units to be
those groups of atoms interconnected by strong bonds, a large number of different structures can be reduced to a relatively small number of different structural
building units. Complex oxides are in this fashion reduced to molecular materials, molecular materials in the same sense as polyoxometalates in the solid state
[17,18].
Alfred Werner discussed oxide polymers in terms of principal valency and
auxiliary valency but considered the distinction of only secondary importance in
this context [19]. The important distinction between strong (principal) and weak
(auxiliary) metal-oxygen bonding in polymeric oxides was first recognized by
Kihlborg in his analysis of the a-Mo03 structure [20]. When all metal-oxygen
bonds are taken into account, a-Mo03 has the layer structure shown in 1.
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Kihlborg noted that molybdenum(VI) coordination geometry in a-Mo03 is quite
irregular and deviates substantially from idealized octahedral geometry, with
Mo-O distances ranging from 1.67 to 2.33A and O-Mo-O angles deviating by
up to 37 from their octahedral values. By disregarding the two weak Mo-O
bonds [d(Mo-O) =2.25 and 2.33A] and focusing on the four strong bonds [d(Mo0) = 1.67, 1.73, and 2x 1.95A], he produced an alternative representation of the
a-Mo03 structure shown in 2. Here, four-coordinate molybdenum(VI) centers
have distorted tetrahedral geometry, and the structure is a chain structure, not
a sheet structure as in 1. This type of chain is conveniently represented by the
valence structure 3, where the short 1.67- and 1.73-A bonds are drawn as double
bonds and the longer 1.95-A bonds are drawn as single bonds.
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Since molybdenum(VI) coordination geometry in a-Mo03 is intermediate between octahedral and tetrahedral, both of the structural representations 1 and 2
are valid, and each of them provides a useful description in its own fashion. The
octahedral sheet description 1 is required, for example, to demonstrate the geometric relationship between a-Mo03 and the V 20 5 or Ti0 2 (anatase) structures
[21,22], and the tetrahedral chain description 2 is required to appreciate the close
relationship between the a-Mo03 and the cr03 structures [21].
In this Chapter, Kihlborg's analysis of a-Mo03 is extended to oxometalate
coordination compounds, polyoxoanions, and lattice compounds of the early
transition elements in their highest oxidation states. By disregarding relatively
weak metal-oxygen interactions and focusing exclusively on strong metal-oxygen
bonds, a set of structural building units is generated that reveals common features
among a surprisingly wide range of different materials. The following Section
provides background material and guidelines for reducing compounds to their
structural building units. In the third Section, one specific family of compounds,
oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds, is treated in detail, and several families of structural building units based on metal-oxygen chains, rings, and cages are described.
This approach is generalized in the fourth and final Section, where structural analysis of other classes of early transition metal oxide compounds and mechanistic
analysis of structural phase transitions are considered. The closing paragraphs address the central issue of structure-property relationships when structure is defined
in terms of structural building units.

2. Identification of Structural Building Units
The identification of structural building units in early transition metal oxides derives from irregular metal-oxygen coordination geometry that allows for more
than one plausible assignment of coordination number. This Section deals with
three aspects of this irregularity: first, its physical origin; second, its manifestation
in different metal-oxygen coordination polyhedra; and third, its role in defining
structural building units.
2.1. S1RUCTURE AND BONDING

The forces responsible for the irregular coordination geometry frequently observed in high-valent early transition metal oxo compounds are perhaps most
clearly identified in Henry Taube's analysis of "yl" ions [23]. Vanadium(IV) exists in acid solution as VO(H 2 0)52+, that is, as a hydrated vanadyl ion. Taube
addressed the specific question of why V(IV) adopts an unsymmetrical structure
with one 0 2- ligand and five H 20 ligands as opposed to a more symmetrical
structure involving two OH- ligands and four H20 ligands. More generally, he
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considered the relative stability of the isomeric HOMz+OH (4) and H 2 0Mz+0
(5) ions:
H
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Taube rationalized the driving force behind formation of the "yl" ion in 5 in terms
of the relative polarizabilities of 0 2 -, OH-, and H 2 0 ligands and the polarizing
power of various M Z + ions, noting that the polarizability of 0 2 - decreases enormously with addition of the first proton but much less with addition of the second.
As a result, an electrophilic metal center is able to acquire more electron density in
5 than in 4. When invoking these concepts, Taube emphasized that polarizability
and polarizing power involve not only classical charge/radius concepts, but also
the pIT donor capabilities of oxo ligands and the dIT acceptor capabilities of certain
high-valent early transition metal cations, concepts invoked by Ballhausen and
Gray in their early computational study of the vanadyl ion [24]. Polarizability and
orbital energy arguments provide classical and quantum mechanical descriptions
ofthe same physical phenomenon: strong with metal-oxygen d-p IT bonding interactions arise in high valent early transition metal oxo compounds when the metal
cation is strongly polarizing (relatively low-lying empty d orbitals) and the oxygen
ligand is easily polarized (relatively high-lying occupied p orbitals). Reducing
the argument to its simplest terms, multiple bonding to an oxo ligand plus weak
bonding to an aquo ligand as in 5 is energetically favorable relative to formally
single bond formation to a pair of hydroxyl ligands as in 4 when conditions for
metal-oxygen d-p IT bonding interactions are favorable.
The factors responsible for irregular coordination geometry in solid oxides of
the high-valent early transition metals have been discussed extensively in terms
of off-center displacement [25, 26]. Typically, a six-coordinate metal center is
surrounded by a fairly regular octahedral array of close-packed oxygen atoms.
Instead of occupying the center of this octahedron, however, the metal is displaced
away from the center, usually toward an octahedral edge, vertex, or face, and
hence away from the opposite edge, vertex, or face, such that relatively short
metal-oxygen bonds are trans to relatively long metal-oxygen bonds. Qualitatively, Megaw explained that off-center displacement occurs when metal-oxygen
bonds are stressed, that is, metal-oxygen distances obtained when the metal occupies the center of the octahedron are greater than the distance associated with
the minimum of the metal-oxygen potential energy curve and oxygen-oxygen
repulsions inhibit relief of this stress through contraction of the coordination polyhedron. Since d-p IT bonding is short-range relative to d-p a bonding, the factors
favoring "yl" ion formation also favor off-center displacement. In this case, close
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packing of oxygen atoms is not a precondition, and when the metal center is not
coordinatively saturated, relatively short metal-oxygen bonds are not necessarily
trans to relatively long metal-oxygen bonds. These qualitative arguments are reproduced by semi-quantitative molecular orbital and band structure calculations
[27].
The structural analogy between off-center displacement in lattice compounds
and irregular coordination polyhedra in oxo complexes was recognized by
Orgel [28], who also recognized their common origin, metal-oxygen 7r bonding.
Donohue [29] independently noted the geometric regularity of the close-packed
oxygen octahedron surrounding Mo(VI) in coordination compounds where the
bond distances and angles at molybdenum are quite irregular, implicitly forming
another connection between off-center displacement and "yl" ion formation.
Off-center displacement in solid oxides differs from "yl" ion formation in
mononuclear complexes, however, in that the latter is a localized phenomenon
and the former is usually delocalized in the form of bond length alternation.
Consider, for example, the classic example of tetragonal BaTi03 [30], where
octahedrally-coordinated titanium(N) centers are linked by bridging oxygen
atoms such that idealized octahedral coordination would generate symmetric,
approximately linear chains of the type shown in 6. Chains of this type are
observed in cubic BaTi03 , but off-center displacement toward an octahedral
vertex is observed in tetragonal BaTi03 , yielding unsymmetric chains of the type
shown in 7.
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This displacement must be cooperative if the same type of metal-oxygen bonding
is to be maintained throughout the chain, and as a result, these chains are polar.
The close relationship between "yl" ion formation (5) and cooperative off-center
displacement (7) is depicted in 8, the hypothetical case of water coordination at
the end of a polytitanyl chain. Note also that collective effects are not restricted to
linear systems, but can in principal occur in cyclic systems as well:
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2.2. COORDINATION GEOMETRY

Molybdenum(VI) is a representative early transition metal 7r acceptor, and the coordination geometries usually adopted by six-coordinate Mo(VI) centers bonded
only to oxygen atoms are shown in Scheme I by valence structures labeled Type I
[31,32], Type II [31, 32], and Type ill, where double lines represent Mo-O bonds
shorter than 1.80A (double bonds), dashed lines represent Mo-O bonds longer
than 2. lOA (weak bonds), and single lines represent Mo-O bonds where 2. lOA ~
d(Mo-O) ~ 1.80A (single bonds).
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Type 0 coordination geometry, also shown in Scheme I, is extremely rare in
oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds [33-36], where off-center displacement is al-
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most invariably observed. In Scheme I, single-headed arrows represent off-center
displacement toward an octahedral vertex (Type I geometry), edge (Type IT geometry), or face (Type ill geometry), such that one, two, or three "yl" groups
are formed. The double-headed arrows drawn in Scheme I represent intermediate
types of off-center displacement, namely, displacement toward the vertex of an
octahedral face (Type I/Ill geometry), the edge of an octahedral face (Type II/Ill
geometry), or the vertex at an octahedral edge (Type IIll geometry). In Type 0,
Type I, Type IT, and Type ill coordination geometry, single bonds are always
trans to single bonds, double bonds are always trans to weak bonds, and weak
bonds are always trans to double bonds. When this is not the case, the longer of
the two trans bonds is represented by a broken line and the shorter of the two is
represented by a broken plus a single line, and coordination geometry is classified
as Type IIll, Type II/Ill, or Type I/Ill geometry as indicated in Scheme I.
The valence structures used to represent metal-oxygen bonding in Scheme I
are an extension of those employed by Schroder and Hartman [37] to describe
metal-oxygen bonding in tungsten(VI) oxides. The bond length criteria are designed to be consistent with empirical bond length/bond strength correlations that
associate double bonds with ca. 1.7 A bond lengths and single bonds with ca.
1.9 A bond lengths [38--40]. As employed here, bond strength should not be
confused with bond order in the quantum mechanical sense, since Mo-O bond
orders of up to three are possible [41--43]. Multiple molybdenum-oxygen bonds
are collectively classified as double bonds purely for the sake of convenience,
following standard usage [44].
Coordination numbers five and seven are also observed in oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds, and app(opriate valence structures can be derived from the
structures shown in Scheme I. Type I and Type IT coordination geometry at fivecoordinate centers is represented by valence structures 11 and 12, respectively,
where double lines are drawn when d(Mo-O) < 1.80A (double bonds), dashed
lines when d(Mo-O) > 2.05A (weak bonds), and single lines when 2.05 A ~
d(Mo-O) ~ 1.80A (single bonds).
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Valence structure 13 is often appropriate for representing bonding at sevencoordinate centers, where single, double, and weak bonds are assigned using the
same bond length criteria described above for six-coordinate species.

13

2.3. REDUCTION TO STRUCTURAL BUILDING UNITS

Wells has pointed out that there is no dividing line between complex oxides,
oxo molecules and ions, and polyoxometalates [30], and these compounds are
treated here as a single class of compounds. For example, all compounds containing at least one molybdenum(VI) center bonded exclusively to oxygen atoms
are collectively called oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds. Structural building units
are groups of metal and oxygen atoms interconnected by strong metal-oxygen
bonds, and in oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds, strong bonds are single and
double bonds as defined in Section 2.1. In this Section, the process of reducing compounds to their structural building units is illustrated by analyzing three
oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds in detail.
The sodium phosphomolybdatehydrates, NIl6M05P2023(H20)n, n = 13 [45]
and n = 14 [46], both contain the P2M050236- anion shown in 14. All five
molybdenum centers have Type II coordination geometry, where double bonds
[d(Mo-O) = 1.69 to 1.73 A] are trans to weak bonds [d(Mo-O) = 2.17 to 2.40
A] and single bonds [d(Mo-O) = 1.89 to 1.95 A], are trans to single bonds as
indicated in Scheme 1.
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In 14, weak Mo-O bonds are drawn as thin lines and strong Mo-O bonds, that
is, single and double bonds, are drawn as thick bonds. Five molybdenum atoms
and a total of fifteen oxygen atoms are interconnected by strong bonds, and these
twenty atoms constitute an M05015 structural building unit. This cyclic species
has the valence structure 15 and the P2M050236- anion can be assigned the structural formula [(P043-)z(M05015)], where the overall charge has been partitioned
according to formal oxidation states.
The calcium uranium molybdate CaUM040 16 [47] contains Ca2+ and U0 22+
cations that serve as counterions for M040 14 4- sheets. All of the Mo(VI) centers
have Type IT octahedral coordination geometry (see Scheme I), and the sheet is
formed from M0 20 72- building units as shown in 16, where thin lines represent
weak bonds and thick lines represent strong bonds.

16

The metal-oxygen framework shown in 16 is derived from the a-Mo0 3 structure 1
by systematic removal of Mo0 2+ groups such that M030 9 =M02072- + Mo0 2+.
In terms of structural building units, the M040 144- sheets in CaUM040 16 are
(M0 2 0l-)oo polymers.
When reducing an oxomolybdenum(Vn compound to its structural building units, molybdenum(Vn and oxygen centers are treated as closed shell
M06+ and 0 2- ions, and charge balance is maintained by treating the remaining atoms or groups of atoms as cations for purposes of electron bookkeeping. In main group chemistry, this process is well-precedented: silicate esters
such as tetraethylorthosilicate Si(OC 2H 5)4 and silicate salts such as tetrasodiumorthosilicate N~Si04 are both identified as derivatives of the orthosilicate ion
Si044-. In general, this formalism removes the distinction between oxides, alkoxides, esters, oxoanions, coordination complexes, and polyoxoanions. Consider,
for example, {[Mg2MoS 022(MeO)6 (MeOH)4]2- [Mg(MeOH)6 ]2+} ·6MeOH, Me
= CH3 [48]. This compound is a solvated magnesium salt of the
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[Mg2Mos0 22 (MeO)6(MeOH)4]2- aggregate shown in 17. Of the eight molybdenum atoms, four are Mo(V) centers forming the two M0 20 42+ groups shown
at the top and bottom of 17, and the remaining four are Mo(VI) centers.
In 17, strong and weak bonds at the
four Mo(VI) centers are drawn with thick
and thin lines, respectively, and examination of bond lengths indicates Type
IT coordination geometry at all of the
Mo(VI) centers. Reduction of this structure to its oxomolybdenum(VI) building
units therefore yields four M00 42- units.
Since none of the atoms in one unit are
bonded to atoms in any other unit, the
M00 42- units are monomers. Note carbon and magnesium centers are treated
17
in an equivalent fashion when reducing
the [Mg2Mos0 22 (MeO)6(MeOH)4]2- aggregate to its structural building units. For purposes of electron bookkeeping, the
formal charges assigned to CH3 + and Mg(MeOHh 2+ groups bonded to M00 42building units serve to emphasize their common role as counterions required to
maintain charge balance; they play the same role as ethyl "cations" in tetraethyl
orthosilicate and sodium "cations" in tetras odium orthosilicate. By ignoring the
distinction between covalent and ionic interactions, structural building units may
be defined without relying on any preconceived notions regarding the nature of
the counterion-oxygen bond.
3. Structural Building Units in Oxomolybdenum(VI) Compounds
When a large number of different oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds are reduced to
their structural building units, several different families of building units emerge.
In some building units, each of the molybdenum atoms is connected to two
oxygen atoms by double bonds, forming an Mo0 2 dioxomolybdenum group.
In others, molybdenum atoms are doubly-bonded to one or three oxygen atoms,
forming MoO monoxomolybdenum or Mo03 trioxomolybdenum groups, respectively. Families of structural building units containing dioxomolybdenum groups
are discussed first, followed by treatment of structural building units containing
monoxomolybenum and/or trioxomolybdenum groups.
Bonding at four-coordinate molybdenum(VI) centers was not discussed in
Section 2 because four-coordinate molybdenum(VI) centers generally have regular, undistorted, tetrahedral coordination geometry. Since tetrahedral molybdenum(VI) centers are often found in compounds containing Type IT octahedral
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molybdenum(VI) centers, they are treated in this Section for purposes of convenience. Molybdenum-oxygen bonds at tetrahedral molybdenum(VI) centers are
treated as strong bonds when they are shorter than 2.10 A.
Unless specified otherwise, structural drawings in this Section follow the same
conventions adopted in 14, 16, and 17: molybdenum atoms are represented by
small, filled spheres and oxygen atoms are represented by large, open spheres;
weak: molybdenum(VI)-oxygen bonds are represented by thin lines and strong
molybdenum(VI)-oxygen bonds are represented by thick lines. In order to avoid
excessive length, the number of examples treated in this Section is very limited. Several excellent reviews are available that provide far more comprehensive
coverage [49-51].

3.1. DIOXOMOLYBDENUM CHAIN BUILDING UNITS

The a-Mo0 3 structure [20, 5254] occupies a central position in
oxomolybdenum(VI) chemistry
since its Mooo 0 300 structural
building units 3 are end members
of a large family of MO n 03n+1 2chain building units. The manner
in which Mooo 0 300 chains are
18
linked together in a-Mo0 3
is of prime importance, since
several other MO n 03n+1 2chain building units are linked
in a similar fashion. Two types
of weak: Mo-O bonds link
Mo oo 0 300 chains in a-Mo03.
One type involves coordination
of
singly-bonded,
bridging
oxygen atoms from one chain
to molybdenum centers in
an adjacent chain such that
19
(Mooo 0300h
double chains
18 are formed. The other type
involves coordination of doubly-bonded terminal oxygen atoms in one chain
to molybdenum atoms in an adjacent chain as in 19 such that (Mo oo 0 300 )00
sheet polymers 19 are formed. The a-Mo03 structure 20 is generated either by
polymerizing (Mo oo 0 300 h double chains 21 or by dimerizing (Mo oo 0 300 )00
sheets 22.
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The remainder of this Section deals with structures containing MO n 0 3n +1 2 chain building units, and discussion will proceed in order of increasing chain
length, beginning with the n = 1 case, Mo042-. Unless specified otherwise,
all five- and six-coordinate molybdenum(VI) centers treated in this Section have
Type IT coordination geometry as defined in Section 2.2.

3.1.1. Orthomolybdate Building Units
A vast number of oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds contain monomeric orthomolybdate structural building units. These M0042- groups frequently aggregate
by formation of weak Mo-O bonds between oxygen atoms in one M00 42- unit
and molybdenum atoms in another M0042- unit. Structures containing M00 42structural building units can therefore be treated systematically according to their
degree of aggregation.
Monomeric MoO -4 2 - Units. Many oxomolybdenum(VI) structures contain isolated M0042- units where four-coordinate,
approximately tetrahedral molybdenum(VI)
centers do not form weak bonds to any additional oxygen atoms. In some cases, all
four Mooi- oxygen atoms are essentially
equivalent, as in the hydrated potassium 18crown-6 salt, (C12H2406hK2Mo04 ·5H20
[55], where Mo-O distances range between
1.75 and 1.77 A. In other cases, one or more
M00 42- oxygen may interact with coun23
terions. In [(C6H5hSi]Mo04[(n-C4H9)4N]
[56], one long bond, d(Mo-O) = 1.88 A,
and three short bonds, d(Mo-O) = 1.70, 1.69, and 1.71 A, bonds are observed.
The {(1l:20-Mo04h(1l:30-Mo04h[Mo(NNC6H5hh}4- anion [57, 58] shown
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in 23 illustrates cases where isolated M004 2- ions interact with two or three
[Mo(NNC6 H 5h]2+ counterions.
Type II octahedral coordination geometry is observed in the 1,3diphenylpropanedianoto complex Mo0 2(PhCOCHCOPH)2 24 [60] and its ethylene glycolate analogue, Mo0 2(OCH 2CH20Hh [59]. Type II octahedral coordination is observed in these compounds, but in other cases such as 25, the
trimetaphosphate complex [(P309)Mo02(OCH2CH3)]2- [61], the coordination
geometry is less symmetric. Here, double bonds to the two terminal oxygen atoms
[d(Mo-O) = 1.68 and 1.69 A] are both trans to weak Mo-O bonds [d(Mo-O) =
2.20 and 2.25 A], but the single bond to the alkoxide oxygen [d(Mo-O) = 1.88 A]
is trans to a weak Mo-O bond [d(Mo-O) = 2.11 A]. The coordination geometry
is therefore Type IIIIII as defined in Section 2.2. For purposes of comparison
with 24, the Type IIIIII coordination may be idealized to Type II geometry by
treating the 2.11-A bond as a long single bond, and from this point of view, the
structural building unit in 25 is a distorted M004 2- dioxomolybdenum building
unit. If the 1.88-A bond to the alkoxide ligand is treated as a long double bond,
the structural building unit is a distorted Mo03 trioxomolybdenum building unit.
This alternative description is useful for comparing 25 with related compounds
containing trioxomolybdenum building unit (see Section 3.7).
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MoO -4 2 - Dimers. Orthomolybdate units sometimes dimerize as in 26, where
both molybdenum centers are five-coordinate. This (M00 42-h group is a segment of the (Mo oo 0 3oo h double chain 18. The orthomolybdate dimers 27 and
28 are observed in Bi2(Mo0 4h [62, 63] and [(J1.5_C 5H4CH3hMoh(Mo04 h
[64, 65], respectively. The same dimer is observed in the 2,2-dimethylpropanediolate complex {[CH2C(CH3hCH 2](M004)(H20)h 29 [66], where molybdenum centers are six -coordinate.
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MoO 4 2 - Tetramers. Two dimers 26 are combined to form a tetramer in the
[(fL5-C5Me5)Rh]4(Mo04)4 molecule 30 [67].
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MoO 4 2 - Polymers. Dimers 26
may also polymerize, forming the
polymers 31 observed in HgMo04
[68] and AgIn(Mo04h [69]. This
(M00 42-)00 chain polymer utilizes
singly-bonded oxygen atoms to
form weak bonds between M00 42structural building units 26. Doublybonded oxygen atoms may also be
utilized to link M00 42- building
units as in the sheet polymer 32. In
BbMo06 , these (M00 42-)00 sheets
are separated by (BiO+)oo sheets
that serve as countercations [70, 71];
32
similar orthomolybdate sheets are
observed in the Sb 2Mo06 structure
[72], where the (M00 42-)00 sheets are far more puckered than in Bi 2Mo06 .

3.1.2. Dimolybdate Chain Building Units
Dimolybdate chain building units offer more possibilities for oligomerization than
orthomolybdate units, and some of these possibilities are shown in 33-37. In valence structure 34, dimolybdate units are joined in the same fashion observed for
M0042- units in 26, and linkages 36 and 37 resemble those formed between
Mo oo 0 300 chains in 18 and 19, respectively.
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37

Monomeric Mo 2 0/zunits. Several compounds
contain M02072groups where both molybdenum
centers
are
four-coordinate,
including
[(n-C4Hg)4NhM0207 [73, 74], MgM0 20 7 [75],
Ce6(M004)8(M0207) [76, 77], K2M0207·KBr [78],
38
and (C58H5102MoP4Pth(M0207)·CH2Ch [79]. The
conformation shown in 38 is adopted by the tetran-butylammonium salt in the solid state [73]. In other cases, additional
oxygen atoms are weakly bonded to the molybdenum centers in M0 2 olbuilding units such that Type IT coordination geometry is obtained as in the
3,5-tert-buty1catecholate complex M0 20 5(3,5-DBCath 2- 39 [80] as well
as analogous catecholate [81-86], manitolate [87, 88], erythritolate [89],
lyxose [90], and tetrahydroxytetramethylfuranose [91] complexes; the oxalate
complex {[M00 2(C 20 4)(H20)hOP- 40 [92, 93]; and the AS4M040268arsenomolybdate 41 [94]. The (RhCp*)4M06022 molecule [95] contains two
monomeric dimolybdate building units and two monomeric M00 42- building
units that are interconnected by weak Mo-O bonds as shown in 42.
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Dimers. Linkage of two M02072- units by weak bonds according
to 33 is observed in the M040 lO (OCH3)6 2- anion 43 [96,97], where two oxygen
atoms in each M02072- unit are methylated, and the cyclic dimer is capped above
and below by CHsO- ligands such that Type II octahedral coordination geometry
is achieved at all four molybdenum centers.

M0 2 0 7 2 -

n

Q

n

o~
o

43

44

Two
additional
oxygen
atoms
are
alkylated
in
the
M040S(CH3CH20)z[CH3C(CH20hh molecule 44 [98]. This molecule
contains two M0042- units and two Mo03 units, not two dimolybdate building
units. The C2H50-Mo bonds are 1.85 A long, however, and as a result, two of
the molybdenum centers in 44 have Type IIIIII geometry. Type IIIIII coordination
geometry in 44 may be idealized to Type II geometry, and in this case, the
structural building units are distorted M02072- units. Alternatively, the Type
IIIIII molybdenum centers may be idealized to Type ill geometry such that two
orthomolybdate and two distorted trioxomolybdenum building units are obtained.
Tetramers. In cyclic tetramer 45, each of four M02072- building
units is linked to two nearest neighbors by weak bonds as in 34.

M02072-

o

0
45

46

The V 5MoS040 7- anion structure 46 is generated from 45 by connecting secondnearest neighbor M02072- units with V0 2+ groups and placing a tetrahedral
V043- anion at the center of the structure as shown in 46 [99]. Taking a somewhat
broader perspective, the Mo(vD and V(V) centers in 46 can be treated in an
equivalent fashion since they both have low-lying, empty d orbitals well-suited
for d-p 7r bonding with oxygen. From this point of view the vanadium atoms
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are heteroatoms, and 46 contains two cyclic V2Mo40182- building units and
one orthovanadate building unit. The V2Mo40182- rings in 46 are formed from
M02072- units in 45 and V0 2+ groups in the same fashion that Mo oo 0 300 chains
are formed from M02072- units in 16 and Mo0 22+ groups (see Section 2.3).

Mo 2 0/!- Hexamers. When six M0 20 72building units adopt the conformation shown
in 38, they may be placed at the vertices of an
octahedron and linked together by weak bonds
as in 35 to form the oxomolybdenum(VI)
framework of the Th [M(IV)Mo 12 0 42 ]8structure shown in 47 where M(IV) = Ce(IV)
or U(IV). Here, the tetravalent metal center is
located at the center of the anion [100-106].

47

M0 2 0 7 2 - Chain Polymers. The (M02072-)oo chains in o-(NH4 hMo 2 0 7 [107,
108], K2Mo207 [109], Ce2(Mo04h(Mo207) [110], and Pr2(Mo0 4h(Mo 20 7)
[111] all have structure 48, where both four-and six-coordinate molybdenum(VI)
centers are observed. Each M02072- unit is bonded to neighboring units by weak
Mo-O bonds as shown in 49 (see 33) and 50 (see 34). In the K 2Mo 20 T H 20
structure 51 [76, 112], each M02072- unit is bonded to one neighbor as in 52 (see
34) and a second neighbor as in 53 (see 36) such that five- and six-coordination
is achieved. Linkages 34 and 53 are also utilized to join dimolybdate units in the
Ag2Mo207 structure [113] (see 54). Here, each M02072- unit is linked as in 34 to
two neighboring units to form the (M02072-)oo single chains 55. Double chains
are formed from these single chains by linking M02072- units pairwise as shown
in 56.

48

49

50
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51

53

52

54

55

56

M0 2 0 7 2 - Sheet Polymers. When dimolybdate units form single chains 57 using linkage 34, each M02072- unit can form weak bonds to dimolybdate units in
two neighboring chains using its doubly-bonded oxygen atoms as in 37 to form
the M0 2 0 7 2 - sheet polymer 16 discussed in Section 2.3.
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3.1.3. Trimolybdate Chain Building Units
Valence structures 58-61 illustrate several of the possibilities available for linking
trimolybdate building units. Valence structures 58 and 59 involve the same linkages as 33 and 34, respectively, but 60 and 61 involve linkages not discussed
thus far. Although orthomolybdate and dimolybdate anions are known where
molybdenum(Vn centers are four-coordinate, the corresponding trimolybdate is
unknown.

60
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Monomeric M0 3 0 10 2 Units. Three examples of complexes containing monomeric M030 10 2- units are shown in 62-64. In the
{(M030102-)(CH30-h[Mo(NNC6H5h2+]p- anion 62 [114, 58] and
the pinacolate complex {M030S[OC(CH3hC(CH3hObP- 63 [115], the
two peripheral molybdenum centers are both five-coordinate, but in the
Sb5M05036H107- anion 64 [116], all three molybdenum centers are sixcoordinate. Note that 64 also contains two symmetry-equivalent M00 4 2building units in addition to a trimolybdate building unit.

62

63

M0 3 0 10 2- Dimers. The {3-V2M060266- anion 65 [117] contains twotrimolybdate chain building units linked by weak Mo--O bonds as shown in valence
structure 59. If the vanadium(V) centers in the {3-V2M060266- anion are treated
as heteroatoms, the structural formula [(VM030 12 -h(02-h] is obtained.
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Two closely-related structures contain M030 10 2- building units linked together by weak Mo-O bonds as in 58. In the MOS0 2S (CH3)44- anion [118], the
M030 10 2- chains have the conformation shown in 66, and the complete structure
67 is obtained by placing an M00 42- dimer 26 in the center of 66 and dimethylating both M030 10 2- units. In the MOS02SH26- anion [119], M030 10 2- chains
have the conformation shown in 68, and addition of an M0042- dimer 26 plus
two protons yields the observed structure, 69. The [(M030102-h(Mo042-h]
structures shown in 67 and 69 are valence isomers, that is, they have the same
connectivity but different valence structures, and are designated a-Mos 02Ss- and
(j-MoS0 2SS-, respectively. Further (j-MoS0 2S s - derivatives are known where the
two hydroxyl groups in (j-MOS02SH26- are replaced with formate [120], methionite [121], andN-propylsalicylideneiminate [121] groups. In these derivatives,
the oxygen atoms bonded to carbon atoms form weak, 2.11- to 2.12-A Mo-O
bond lengths, implying Type II/Ill coordination geometry at the two molybdenum
centers in question.
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The CU4Mo6020 structure [122] contains trimolybdate building units linked
together as in 60 but it also contains M060 18 ring building units and is therefore
described in Section 3.2.3.

Mo 30 1o 2- Polymers. The rubidium trimolybdate Rb 2Mo30 lO [123, 124] and
its potassium [123, 125] and cesium [123] analogues have a common structure
where M030 10 2- units form chain polymers 70. Each M030 10 2- unit has the
conformation adopted by the M030 10 2- unit in the pinacolate complex 63 and is
linked by weak Mo-O bonds to two neighboring trimolybdate units as in 61.

70
3.1.4. Tetramolybdate Chain Building Units
In the family of structures based on M040 1i- building units, a large number of
different M040 13 2- linkage are observed, and a summary listing such as those
provided above for di- and trimolybdates is not offered in this Section. Instead,
only selected linkage modes are represented as valence structures, and these are
incorporated in the text when relevant.

Monomeric M040132- Units. The so-called dimolybdomalate complex
[M0401l(C4H305h]4- 71 [126-128] contains two triply-deprotonated malic
acid ligands C02CCH2CH(O-)C02 -).The two alkoxide oxygen atoms form
single bonds to the two terminal molybdenum atoms in the M0 40 13 2- chain, and
six of the total of eight carboxylate oxygen atoms form weak Mo-O bonds trans
to the eight double-bonded, terminal oxygen atoms in the chain. This structure
is also observed for the analogous citrate complex where both malate methine
hydrogens are replaced by uncoordinated CH 2COOH groups [129]. In the closelyrelated structure 72 adopted by [Mo 40 n (C 2H 20 4)(HC0 2)]3- [130]. One pair of
geminal alkoxide oxygen atoms in a quadruply deprotonated glyoxal dihydrate
ligand (=02CHCH02=) forms single bonds to the two terminal molybdenum
atoms in the M040 13 2- chain, and the remaining two glyoxalic oxygen atoms
plus the two formate oxygen atoms form weak molybdenum-bonds to the two
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central molybdenum atoms in the M040 1l- chain. In a related compound, the
bridging diacetal unit is derived from 9,1O-phenanthroquinone instead of glyoxal,
and a hydroxyl group bridges the central molybdenum atoms instead of a formate
group [131].

71

72

The isomeric MO lO 0 348- ions 73 and 74 both contain two M040 13 2- chains
linked by weak Mo-O bonds to form a ring enclosing an M00 42- dimer. The
a-Mo lO 0 348- isomer 73 is known as NH4 + [132-134] and T1+ [135] salts, and
the ,8-MO lO 0 3l- isomer 74 has been observed in (CH3NH3 +)8(MOlO034)·2H20
[136]. The a- and ,8-MO lO 0 348- structures are derived from the a- and ,8M080 28 8- structures 67 and ~9, respectively, by addition of Mo03 groups.
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74
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Mo 4 0 U3 2- Chain Polymers.

Insertion of an Mo03 unit into each of the
M030 13 2- chains in 59 yields the tetramolybdate dimer 75. Valence structure
75 illustrates one of the linkages between M040 13 2- units in the CU4Mo5017
structure [137, 138], where each dimer 75 encloses an orthomolybdate dimer.
These (M040132-h(Mo042-h assemblies are linked by weak Mo-O bonds to
form the chain polymer 76.
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Terminal molybdenum atoms in each tetramolybdate chain have Type IIJIll coordination geometry that has been idealized to Type II geometry in 76. Note that
73,74, and 76, all have the same composition in terms of their structural building
units, namely, equal numbers of M00 42- and M0 40 13 2- units.
The hydrated sodium molybdate Na2Mo4013·6H20 [139] is a poorly characterized compound that appears to contain the (M040 13 2-)oo double chains 77.
Structure 77 contains the same group of eight edge-sharing Mo0 6 octahedra found
in 67 and 69. However, its valence structure is different, and the MoS0 2S S- substructure in 77 is identified as b-Mos 0 2S S- in order to distinguish it from the Qand fJ-MOS02SS- ions.
Tetramolybdate polymers 78 observed in K 2Mo 40 13 , Rb 2Mo 40 13 , and
t-(NH4 hMo 4 0 13 [140-142], are double chain polymers, and the constituent single chain are more readily identified in 79, where weak bonds linking the two
single chain polymers have been deleted and the two chains have been separated.
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Within each single chain, M04 0 1l- units are linked by the weak Mo-O bonds
shown in valence structure 80. Structure 78 contains the same grouping of eight
edge-sharing Mo0 6 octahedra observed in 73 and several other structures discussed above, but since the octamolydate subunit in 78 has a different valence
structure, it is designated E-Mo8 0 28 6 -.

78

79

80
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For purposes of comparison with tetramolybdate sheet polymers to be discussed next, it is instructive to take a second look at the K2M040 13 structure from
a different viewpoint. In 81, the double chain structure is viewed almost parallel to
the planes defined by molybdenum atoms in its constituent (M040 13 2-)oo single
chains (see 79), and these single chains are drawn separately in 82 and 83 from
the same viewpoint.

81

J-c
Y

82
83

Sheet Polymers. The high temperature form of lithium tetramolybdate, H-Li2M04013 [143]; the low temperature form of lithium tetramolybdate, L-Li2M04013 [144]; thallium tetramolybdate, TlzM0 40 13 [145]; and
o-(~)2M04013 [142], all have sheet structures formed from M040 1i- structural building units. In each case, these sheets contain (M040 13 2-)oo single chain
polymers where tetramolybdate units are linked together by weak Mo-O bonds as
in 80, but three different structures are observed corresponding to three different
ways of linking these chains together into sheets.
The H-Li 2M040 13 sheet structure 84 is drawn from about the same viewpoint
adopted in 81 for the K2M040 13 double chain structure. Structure 84 contains
the same double chains 81 found in K2M0 40 13, but in H-Li 2M040 13 , these
double chains are linked together by tetramolybdate single chain polymers 85.
These single chain polymers have a significantly different conformation from the
conformation adopted in K2M040 13 (see 82 and 83).
The L-Li 2M040 13 86 resembles the H-Li 2M0 40 13 structure 84 in that both
sheet structures contain tetramolybdate double chain polymers 81 linked by
tetramolybdate single chain polymers. These single chain polymers are shown
from the same viewpoint in 85 and 87, where they are seen to have virtually
identical conformations. In both structures, weak bonds are formed between
molybdenum atoms in the single chains and doubly-bonded, terminal oxygen
atoms in the double chains.
M0 4 0

13 2 -
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84

85

86

87

The differences between the H-Li 2M04 0 13 and L-Li 2M04 0 13 structures are
most apparent in drawings of the two structures shown in 88 and 89, respectively,
where the double chains are drawn from the same viewpoint adopted in 78 for
the K 2 M04 0 13 structure. In these two drawings, the weak Mo-O bonds joining
the single and double chains have been artificially lengthened for purposes of
clarifying this difference. Structures 88 and 89 utilize different sets of doublybonded terminal oxygen atoms in the tetramolybdate double chains to form weak
bonds with molybdenum atoms in the tetramolybdate single chains.
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88

89

Referring back to structures 84 and 86, the H-Li 2 M040 13 and L-LbM04013
structures may be interconverted by a shear motion within the tetramolybdate
double chains where the single chains remain intact, but their relative positions
are shifted. The metal-oxygen bond shifts involved may be traced by noting that
the double chains in 84 are generated from the double chains in 86 when the upper
single chain within each double chain is shifted to the right relative to the lower
single chain in the same double chain. This mechanism will be reexamined in
Section 4.3.
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In the TbM040 13 [145] and o-(Nl4)zM04 0 13 [142] oxomolybdenum(VI)

sheet structure 90, tetramolybdate building units are once again linked as shown
in valence structure 80 to form single chain polymers that have the conformation shown in 91. This conformation is quite different from the conformations 82
and 85, and tetramolybdate chain polymers 91 having this conformation may be
stacked in an ABAB fashion to form the sheet polymer shown in 90. Each chain
polymer 91 in the sheet polymer 90 uses both its doubly-bonded, terminal oxygen
atoms and its singly-bonded, bridging oxygen atoms to form weak Mo-O bonds
with molybdenum atoms in neighboring chains.
3.1.5. Penta-, Hexa-, and Heptamolybdate Chain Building Units
Before approaching structures containing well-defined penta-, hexa-, and heptamolybdate dioxomolybdenum(VI) chain building units, the possibility of
polydispersity warrants brief discussion in the context of the "pentamolybdate" KM0 50 15 0H·2H 20 [147] or KM05.33[~.5]O.67018 structure [148], the
(Na·2H20)M05.33[H4.5]O.67018 structure [148], and related defect structures
[147-150] obtained by cation exchange. As defect structures based on hypothetical hexagonal Mo03 structure, where countercations compensate for dioxomolybdenum vacancies, these structures appear to contain MO n 03n+l 2- chains since the
hypothetical hexagonal Mo03 structure contains infinite MOoo0300 dioxomolybdenum(VI) chains as structural building units. Only statistical data is available,
however, concerning chain lengths.
The
Sb4MolO05020anion
observed
in
crystalline
Ks(Sb4MolO040H12)·10H20 [116] has the anion structure shown in 92. The pentamolybdate chains in 92 are not interconnected by weak bonds, that is, they are
monomeric. The ~C02MolO0386- anion 93 in (NH4)6[~C02MolO038]·7H20
[151, 101] also contains two M0 50 16 2- chains, but here the two chains are
interconnected by two sets of four weak bonds to form a cyclic dimer. Each set of
four weak bonds forms a linkage identical to the linkage between two M040132units in 80.

92
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In [(NH4)6[M06017(HLh]·lOH20, L

= CH3C(O)(P03h

[152], the bisdiphosphonatecomplex {M06017[CH3C(O)(P03hh}8- has the structure shown
in 94. This anion contains a single M060 19 2- chain building unit.

94

Both hexamolybdate chain polymers and orthomolybdate dimers are found
in (NH4)6M0802T4H20 [153, 154]. The [(M060 1l-)oo(M004 2-hoo] chain
polymer 95 is a condensation polymer of H2M080286- anions 69 obtained by
condensing pairs ofM030102- building units in the [(M030102-h(Mo042-h]8"monomers" to form M060 19 2- building units but otherwise retaining the
linkages formed between structural building units in 69.
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Pentamolybdate sheet polymers in Cs2Mo50 16 [155] and heptamolybdate
sheet polymers in CS2Mo7022 [155], Rb2Mo7022 [155], and ThMo7022 [156]
are formed from chain polymers analogous to the M030 10 2- chain polymer
70 found in Cs 2Mo30 lO , Rb2Mo301O, and K 2Mo30 lO • In these compounds,
the M030 10 2- , M050162-, and M070222- building units form the homologous
series shown in 96, 97 and 98.
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Pentamolybdate units 97 are linked as shown in 99 to form chain polymers 101
and heptamolybdate units 98 are linked as shown in 100 to form chain polymers
102 in precisely the same fashion that trimolybdate units 96 are linked as shown in
61 to form chain polymers 70 as described in Section 3.1.3 . Note that segments of
the a-Mo0 3 double chain valence structure 18 are apparent in valence structures
99 and 100 and that the conformation of a-Mo0 3 double chains shown in 21 is
reproduced in the conformations of the corresponding double chain segments in
101 and 102. Weak Mo-O bonds are formed between M0 50 16 2- chain polymers
101 in Cs 2Mo 50 16 to obtain the pentamolybdate sheet polymers 103, and weak
Mo-O bonds are formed between M070222- chain polymers 102 in CS2Mo7022
to obtain heptamolybdate sheet polymers 104.
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101

112

103
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In both cases, staircase-like sheet polymers are obtained from the chain polymers

by forming weak bonds between doubly-bonded oxygen atoms and molybdenum atoms in adjacent chains much in the same way that a-Mo03 sheets 20
are obtained from double chain polymers 21. As a result, the Cs 2Mo 5 0 16 and
CS2Mo7022 structures both contain a-Mo03 substructures evident in 103 and 104
by comparison with 21. The a-Mo03 structure is formally the n = 00 end member of the homologous series Cs 2M0(2n+3)O(6n +lO) generated from the n = 1
and 2 homologues 103 and 104, respectively.
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3.1.6. MoooOs oo Chain Building Units
Structures based on Mooo 0 300 chain building units 3 are discussed here in the
same sequence followed above for structures based on other dioxomolybdenum
chain building units. First, structures containing "monomeric" Mooo 0 300 building
units are treated, that is, structures where Mo oo 0 300 building units are not interconnected by weak: Mo-O bonds. Next, structures containing Mo oo 0 300 "dimers"
are treated, that is, structures containing (Mo oo 0 300 h double chains. Finally,
structures are treated that contain Mo oo 0 300 chains interconnected by weak: bonds
to form (Mo oo 0 300 )00 infinite sheet structures.

Monomeric MoooOs oo Units. Two different crystalline polymorphs of the
dimethylsulfoxide adduct Mo3 0 9 ·4(CH3 hSO are known, a-Mo3 0 9 ·4(CH3 hSO
[157] and /3-Mo3 0 9 ·4(CH3 hSO [158]; the chain polymers formed in these
compounds are shown in 105 and 106, respectively.

105

106
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In both structures, every third molybdenum atom is four coordinate, but the remaining molybdenum atoms achieve six-coordination by forming weak bonds to
oxygen atoms in dimethylsulfoxide ligands. The Mo oo 0 300 building units are not
connected by weak bonds and therefore formally monomeric.
Crystalline Na2M0207 [159, 160] has the structural formula
[(Mooo 0300)(Mo042-)00]. Here, each molybdenum atom in the Mo oo 0 300 chains
forms two weak bonds to M00 42- oxygen atoms in different orthomolybdate
units as shown in 107. In the trimolybdates (NH4hM030 lO [161], NaRbM030 lO
[124], and Rb 2M030 lO ·H20 [162], pairs of Mo oo 0 300 chains are bridged by
M0042- units as shown in 108. This [(MOoo0300h(Mo042-)00] structure
is a substructure of the [(MOoo0300)4(Mo042-hoo(M0401l-)00] structure
adopted in N<l6Mo lO 0 33 [163], where Mo oo 0 300 , M0042-, and M040 13 2dioxomolybdenum structural building units are interconnected as shown in 109.

o
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The M040 13 2- building units are linked into chains according to 80, and these
tetramolybdate chains have almost the same conformation adopted by tetramolybdate single chains in H- and L-Li 2M040 13 (see Section 3.1.5). These conformations may be compared by rotating 109 clockwise by 90° and comparing the
tetramolybdate chains with the tetramolybdate single chains shown in 88.
Each M040 1l - building unit is also linked to two M00 42- units as shown
in 110. Note that M00 42- building units are linked to M02072- chains in the
(RhCp*)4M06022 molecule 42 and Mooi- are linked to Mo oo 0 300 chains in
108-110 in a very similar but not identical fashion.
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Mo oo 0 300 Dimers. Double chains 18 of the type observed in a-Mo0 3 are also
observed in the a-Mo03 ·H2 0 structure [164,165]. Here, each molybdenum atom
also forms a weak bond to a water oxygen as shown in 111, where the Mo oo 0 300
double chains have the same conformation adopted in a-Mo0 3 (see 21).
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These double chains are also formed in Rb 2SM030 13 [166] where they adopt a
different conformation in order to accommodate weakly-bonded, tridentate sulfate
groups (see 112).

MoooOs oo Polymers. Yellow molybdic acid, Mo03 ·2H20, contains the
Mo03 ·H20 sheets shown in 113 plus additional water molecules intercalated between these sheets [167-169]. The 113 Mo oo 0 3oo chain building units that form
(Mo oo 0 300 )00 sheets in Mo03 ·2H20 differ in two respects from the Mo oo 0 3oo
building units that form sheet polymers 22 in a-Mo0 3. First, the chains have
different conformations such that terminal oxygen atoms in a-Mo03 sheets 22
all lie on the same side of the sheet, but terminal oxygen atoms in Mo03·2H20
sheets 113 lie on both sides of the sheet. Second, only half of the molybdenum(VI)
coordination polyhedra in Mo03·2H20 have Type IT coordination geometry;
the remainder have Type llIllI geometry. When the distinction between strong
and weak Mo-O bonds is disregarded, the metal-oxygen framework shown in
113 is seen to be identical to the corresponding metal-oxygen framework 32
of (M004 2-)00 sheets in Bi 2Mo0 6 . The (M00 4 2-)00 sheet 32 is literally the
conjugate base of the (H 2Mo0 4 )00 sheet 113, and it is interesting to note that
diprotonation of the (Mo0 4 2-)00 sheet yields not a dihydroxy compound as in 4,
but instead an oxo-aquo compound as in 5.
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A high pressure polymorph of Mo03 known as M003-IT contains Mo oo 0 3oo
double sheets 20, but their stacking sequence is different from sequence adopted
in the a-Mo0 3 structure [170].
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3.2. DIOXOMOLYBDENUM RING BUILDING UNITS

Three dioxomolybdenum rings of comer sharing Mo04 tetrahedra are believed
to exist in the gas phase [171-178]: M030 9 , M040 12 , and M05015. This type of
isolated ring has not been observed in fluid solution or in the solid state, but five
dioxomolybdenum rings are known as structural building units in molecular and
extended oxide structures: M040 12 , M0 50 15 , M060 1S , MOS0 24 , M0 12 0 36 .

3.2.1. Mo l, 0 12 Ring Building Units
Mol, 0 12 Ring Monomers. The M0 40 12 ring building unit adopts a highly
symmetric conformation in the peroxide complex [(M04012)(022-h]4114 [179, 180]. When the two peroxide ligands are replaced by a
,u4-0H- ligand and a bidentate CH20 22- or (CH3hAs02 - ligand, a
slightly less symmetric structure is observed. The CH2M04015H3- or
[(CH2022-)(M04012)(OH-)] structure [181] is shown in 115, and the
(CH3)2AsM04015H2- or {[(CH3hAs02 -](M040 12 )(OH-)} anion adopts the
same structure [182-184]. A different ring conformation is evident in the
M05(NO)013(OCH3)4 3- structure 116 [185].
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Monomeric M040 12 building units are also observed in Ag6Mo lO 0 33 , [186, 187]
which has the structural formula [(Mooo03oo)4(M0042-h(M04012)oo(02-)oo].
Here, MOoo0300 chains are linked by M00 42- groups to form double chains of
the type shown in 108. These chains are linked together by M040 12 rings to form
infinite sheets 117. The center of each M040 12 ring is occupied by a ,u4-02-

118

ligand. In the Ag6MolQ033 structure, [(M040 12 )(02-)] groups playa role similar
to the role assumed by M040 13 2- building units in the N~MolQ033 structure (see
110).
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M0 4 0 12 Ring Dimers. The structure of the j1-M08 0 26 4 - has been determined in several different crystalline salts, including the ammonium salts
(NI4)4Mo8026·5H20 [188, 189] and (NI4)4Mo8026·4H20 [76, 190, 191];
the pyridinium salt (C5NH6)4Mog026 [192]; the 3-ethylpyridinium
and 4-ethylpyridinium salts (C7NHlO)4Mog026 [193, 194]; the 2methylpyridinium and 3-methylpyridinium salts, (C6HgN)4(Mog026) [195, 196];
[NH2(CH3h]4Mo8026·2C3H7NO
[197];
Na2 [N(CH3)4hMog0 26 ·2H20
[198];
the
melaminium
salt
(C3H7N6)4Mo8026
[199];
[HN(C2H5hh(H30)Mog026·2H20 [200]; [N~(CH30H)8(H20h]Mog026
[201];
[(C6H5hPCH2C02CH2CH3h[H2N(C2H5hhMog026
[202]; the
anilinium salt (C6H5NH3)4Mog026"2H20 [203]; and the dimethylanilinium
salt [C6H5NH(CH3h]4Mog026·2H20 [204].
The j1-MOg0 26 4- or [(M040 12 h(02-h] anion
structure 118 contains two M040 12 rings that are
linked by six weak oxygen-metal bonds, four involving M040 12 bridging oxygen atoms and two
involving M040 12 terminal oxygen atoms. The
(M040 12 )(02-) subunit in 118 is also present in 115,
116, and 117.
118
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3.2.2. M0 5 0 15 Ring Building Units
Pentanuclear dioxomolybdenum ring building units 15 have been observed
in heteropolyanion structures containing two tridentate oxoanion ligands
coordinated to opposite sides of the ring as shown in 14 for the P2Mo50236- or
[(M05015)(P043-)2] anion [45, 46]. Species known to have the same structure
include [(M05015)(P043-)(HP042-)] [205, 206], [(M05015)(HP042-h]
[207], [(M05015)(CH3P032-h] [208], [(M05015)(H3NCH2CH2P03 -h]
[208], [(M05015)(C6H5P032-h] [209], [(M0 50 15 )(HPOl-h] [210],
[(M05015)(C3H7AsOl-h] [211,212], and [(M05015)(S032-h] [213].
3.2.3. M0 6 0 18 Ring Building Units
Mo 6 0 18 Ring Monomers. When an M060 18 ring building unit encloses an octahedral X06 group, two isomeric structures may be obtained. All six molybdenum
atoms in the M060 18 ring are coplanar in 119, the D3d a-PtMo6 0 2l- structure.
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This structure is observed in the PtM06024~2- or {[Pt(OH)6 2-](Mo60 18 )}
anion [214] as well as the hydrogen-bonded dimers [(PtM060 24 hH 7]9and [(PtM060 24 hH9 f- [214, 215]. Other species in this class include
the TeMo60 24 6- or [(Te066-)(Mo6018)] [216, 217], CrMo6024H63- or
([Cr(OH)6 3-](Mo60 18 )} [218], CUM06024H64- or ([CU(OH)6 4-](Mo60 18 )}
[219], and IM060 24 5- or [(l065-)(Mo6018)] anions [220]. The isomeric C 2v

120
,6-PtM060 248- structure 120 [214, 215] is adopted by the PtM060 24H44- or
([Pt0 2(OH)44-](Mo60 18 )} anion and represents the second family of structures
where the M060 18 building unit adopts a less symmetric, bent conformation. This
family includes the H2SbMo60245- or ([Sb04(OHh5-](M06018)} structure
[221] and the M070246- or [(M0042-)(02-h(Mo6018)] structure 121 where
the central molybdenum atom has Type II octahedral coordination geometry [216,
222-229]. This M0 70 246- structure is a subunit of the Pr8Mo580200(H20h628or {(M0042-)[pr'l+(H20)4h[Pr'l+(H20)][(Mo042-)(02-h(Mo6018)]4h agregate in (NH4h8Pr8Mo580200·40H20 [230].
The M060 18 ring in the a-Mo80 26 4- or [(M06018)(Mo042-h] structure 122
has the same conformation adopted in 119. The a-Mo80 26 4- anion is an isomer
of the ,6-M080 26 4- anion 118 and has been characterized in [N(C4Hg)4]4Mo8026
[231,58] and [(C6H5hP(CH2CH2CH3)]4Mo8026·CH3CN·H20 [232,74].
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123

Several derivatives of the a-Mo80 264- anion are known where the
capping M00 42- groups are replaced by other oxoanions as in
[(CH3As032-h(Mo6018)]
[233],
[(CH3CH2CH2As032-h(Mo6018)]4[234, 211], and [(V043-h(Mo6018)] [235]. The last of these species, the
a-V2Mo60266- ion, and the ,6-V2Mo60266- ion 65 are isomeric. Derivatives of
the a-Mo80 26 4- anion obtained by substitution of ring Mo0 2 dioxomolybdenum
units with other ML2 units may result in significant structural rearrangement. For
example, 23 is derived from 122 by replacing three Mo0 2 groups in the M060 18
ring with Mo(NNC6H5h groups, and 41 is derived from 122 replacing two Mo0 2
units with As0 2 units and replacing both M00 42- capping groups with AS0 43groups. Monomeric M060 18 ring building units may adopt several conformations
different from those observed in 119-122. Two of these conformations are shown
in 123, the [(C6H5As032-h(Mo6018)(H20)] anion [236, 237], and 124, the
[(CH3As032-)(Mo6018)(H20)6] anion [183].
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An even less symmetric conformation is adopted in the 'Y-M080264- structure
[238]. Like the a-M08 0 26 4 - anion, the 'Y isomer has the structural formula
[(M06018)(Mo042-h]' Its three-dimensional structure is very different, however, and may be derived from the ,B-M080 26 (OHh 6- structure 69 by removing
both hydroxyl groups and converting the geometry of the square pyramidal
molybdenum centers thus formed to trigonal bipyramidal geometry.
Monomeric M060 18 building units are also found in the copper
molybdate CU4M06020 [122]. This compound has the structural formula
[(M030102-hoo(M06018)oo(02-hoo] and contains polymeric chains 125 where
two structurally distinct M060 19 2- groups are linked by weak Mo-O bonds in an
ABAB··· fashion.

125

126
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One M060 19 2- group contains two Ilw02- ligands connected by weak Mo-O
bonds to an elongated M060 18 dioxomolybdenum ring building unit as shown in
126. This M060 18 ring has been idealized in 125 and 126: the two symmetryequivalent molybdenum centers at opposite ends of the ring have Type II/III
geometry, and these are drawn as Type II centers. The other M060 19 2- group
127 contains two M0 30 10 2- dioxomolybdenum chain building units connected
by weak Mo-O bonds as shown in 60.
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Ring Dimers. The AS2Mo120426- anion, observed in
M0 6 0 1S
[(CH3)4N]4Na2(As2Mo12042)·6H20 [239], contains M06018 dioxomolybdenum
ring dimers 128.

129

130

This side view of the dimer shows how nine weak bonds interconnect the two
ring units, and the top view 129 of the same dimer reveals a central cavity that
is occupied by two AS0 33- anions as shown in 130. Three molybdenum centers
in the AS2Mo120426- anion have Type IIII coordination geometry, and they have
been idealized to Type II geometry in 130. These molybdenum centers are the
ones doubly-bonded to oxygen atoms that also form weak molybdenum-oxygen
bonds interconnecting the two M060 18 building units.

3.2.4. MoS0 24 Ring Building Units
As shown in 131, the eight peripheral molybdenum atoms in the
V 3Mo9038 7 - anion [240] all have Type
II octalIedral coordination geometry and
therefore define an M080 24 ring structural building unit. If all metal-oxygen
bonds longer than 2.10A are treated as
weak bonds, the structure may be reduced to three structural building units:
an M080 24 dioxomolybdenum ring, a
V 20 7 4- anion, and a VM00 73- anion.
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3.2.5. M0 12 0 36 Ring Building Units
The squarate complex [(C4H9)4N]4[Mo12036(C404H)4]·1O(C2H5)20 [241] contains an ideally 8 4 M0 12 0 36 dioxomolybdenum ring building unit linked to four
monoprotonated squarate ions C40 4H- by weak Mo-O bonds as shown in 132.
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3.3. POLYCYCLIC DIOXOMOLYBDENUM BUILDING UNITS

The structural building units discussed in Section 3.2 are cyclic species formed
from doubly-bridging oxygen atoms and dioxomolybdenum. Polycyclic cages
may be formed from these rings by introducing triply-bridging oxygen atoms that
serve as ring junctions.

3.3.1. The Polycyclic MOS0 23 2 + Cage
The H2 TeM08 0 304- anion 133 [242] contains the polycyclic M08 0 23 2+ building
unit 134 connected to a Te066- ion and an H 20 molecule by weak Mo-O bonds.
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All of the molybdenum centers in this structure have Type II coordination geometry except for one of the six molybdenum atoms bonded to a trivalent oxygen
atom. This center has Type IIIIII geometry by virtue of a long, 2.12-A bond to a
trivalent oxygen atom, and bonding at this molybdenum center has been idealized
to Type II geometry in 133.
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The polycyclic M080 23 2+ cage building
unit in 133 is drawn in 134 as an M040 12 ring
derivative obtained by transannular addition of
an [(M002)403]2+ chain. The confonnation
of this M040 12 ring (see 133) is very similar to
the confonnation of the M040 12 building unit
in 116 and 118. The polycyclic building unit
134 also contains two M060 18 rings. Addition
of an [(Mo02hO]2+ chain to the M060 18 ring
unit in either the known (l(-TeMo6024 6- anion
119 or the hypothetical 13-TeMo80 24 4- an135
ion 120 yields the hypothetical TeMo80 2g 4structure 135. The H2 TeMo80 3o 4- structure
133 may be derived from 135 by cleaving two
weak Mo-O bonds and adding a water molecule to one of the two resulting
five-coordinate molybdenum centers. This hypothetical hydration process closely
resembles hydration of the [(C6H5As032-h(Mo6018)] anion 122, known to yield
123. In 123, the water oxygen is bonded to two M060 18 molybdenum atoms, not
to only one as in 133.

3.3.2. The Polycyclic M0 9 0 26 2+ Cage
The symmetric, tricyclic dioxomolybdenum structural building unit 136 is derived from an M060 18 dioxomolybdenum ring unit by trans annular addition of an
[(Mo02h02]2+ chain.
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This polycyclic M09 0 26 2+ building unit is found in the MnM0 9 0 32 6- or
[(Mn068-)(Mog0262+)] anion [243-245] and its nickel analogue [246], where
it adopts the D3d confonnation 137. In MnMog0 32 6-, an Mn068- group occupies the center of the cage as shown 138, and each of the three constituent
M060 18 rings has the confonnation observed in the j3-PtM06 0 188 - structure 120.
The relationship between the MnM0 9 0 32 6- and j3-PtM06 0 24 8 - structures be-
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comes evident when an [(Mo02h02]2+ chain is removed from the MnMog 0 326structure 138 to form the hypothetical ,B-MnM060 24 8- anion 139.

137

138

139

3.3.3. The Polycyclic M0 12 0 34 4+ Cage
The IitAs 4Mo 12 0 504- anion [247] contains a tetrahedral M0 12 0 34 4+ cage building unit 140 connected to four tridentate HAs0 42- anions by weak Mo-O bonds
as shown in 141.

140
The (P-H3NC6IitAs)4Mo12046 molecule [248] contains the same cage building
unit linked to four +H3NC6H 4As03- ligands. As shown in valence structure 142,
this polycyclic building unit contains both M060 18 and M080 24 rings.

126

142
3.4. MONOXOMOLYBDENUM SHEET BUILDING UNITS

Although many topologies are possible for
monoxomolybdenum sheet building units,
the building units discussed in this Section
are fragments of the MOoo0300 monoxomolybdenum sheet 143. These sheet building units are monoxomolybdenum analogues of dioxomolybdenum chain building
units derived from the Mooo 0 300 dioxomolybdenum chain 3.
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3.4.1. Mo0 5 4- Building Units
The simplest monooxomolybdenum(VI)
structural building unit often forms
o
(M00 54-h
dimers 144, analogues
o~1
0
O-Mo-O I
~~
~.;
of the (M004 2-h dimers 26 treated
I O-Mo-O
in Section 3.1.1. These dimers are
o
I~o
o
observed in [MoO(OCH3)4h [249], the
bis(3,5-di-tert-butylcatecholato) complex
144
{MOO[02C6H2(t-Buhhh [250], both
isomers of the triolate ethoxide complex {MoO[(CH3(CH 2Oh](CH3CH20) h
[251], and Li4Mo0 5 [252]. In the organic complexes, Type I coordination
geometry is observed at both metal centers, but in Li4Mo0 5, the Mo-O bond
trans to the 2.12-A weak Mo-O bond is 1.81 A long, formally implying Type Oil
coordination geometry.
The M00 54- building unit may also be linked to dioxomolybdenum(VI)
building units by weak Mo-O bonds as in the arsenic(III) compound
Na3[As3M03015]·lOH20 [253]. Here, the M030 138 - oxomolybdenum(VI) core
structure has the structural formula [(M0054-)(M02072-)(02-)].
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3.4.2. M0 2 0

9 6-

Building Units

The
Jl-oxo-bis{[2,3-dimethyl-2,3-butanediolato(l-)] [2,3dimethyl-2,3-butanediolato(2-)]-oxomolybdenum(VI)}
complex
{[(OCMe2CMe20)(HOCMe2CMe20)MoO]zO} [254] has the structure shown
in 145. Since both molybdenum centers have Type I octahedral coordination
geometry, this complex provides an example of the Mo 20 9 6- structural building
unit 146.
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3.4.3. M0 2 07(X) 2(X)- Building Units
Infinite Mo 2(X)07(X) 2(X)- double chains 147 are obtained upon reduction of the
UMo 20 S structure [255] to its structural building units. These double chains are
interconnected by weak: bonds as shown in 148 to form sheet polymers. All of the
molybdenum centers in this structure have Type I coordination geometry.
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3.4.4. Mo(X)Os(X) Sheet Building Units
The j1'-Mo0 3 structure [256, 257] reduces to MO(X)03(X) sheets 149, and each
sheet is linked to two other sheets by weak: molybdenum-oxygen bonds as shown

128
in 150 for two adjacent sheets. This (Mo oo 0 300 )00 polymer has the Re03 structure. Molybdenum coordination geometry in the Mooo 0 300 sheet building units
149 is extremely distorted from Type I coordination geometry, and since some
of the molybdenum centers have Type IIIIII geometry, the building unit is technically a hybrid building unit of the type treated below in Section 3.6. The
f3' -M003 structure is included here because its Mo oo 0 300 structural building unit
approaches structure 143 more closely than any other Mo oo 0 300 sheet building
unit characterized to date.

149

150

3.5. MONOXOMOLYBDENUM CAGE BUILDING UNITS

When monoxomolybdenum groups are linked by oxygen atoms as in 143 but on a
closed surface instead of a plane, MO n 03n cage building units are obtained. These
cage units are monoxomolybdenum analogues of the MO n 03n dioxomolybdenum
ring building units derived from 3. The topologies of closo cage building units
treated in this Section are represented in Scheme II by regular-faced polyhedra,
where edges represent bridging oxygen atoms and vertices represent monoxomolybdenum groups. In Scheme II, octahedron a represents the M060 18 cage
building unit, cuboctahedron b represents the a-Mo12036 cage building unit, triangular orthobicupola ("anticuboctahedron") c represents the f3-M0 12 0 36 cage
building unit, and elongated triangular orthobicupola d represents the M0 180 54
cage building unit. The polyhedral fragments inscribed in the polyhedra shown in
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Scheme IT using thick lines represent nido cage building units derived from the
closo cage building units.

a

b

c

d

Scheme II

3.5.1. Closo Cage Building Units
M0 6 0 18 Cages. The M060 19 2- or
[(M06018)(02-)] ion has the structure
shown in 151 [258-261, 202]. Here,
molybdenum centers all have Type I
octahedral coordination geometry. Within
the M060 18 cage, M0 40 4 rings sometimes
display systematic bond length alternation
between ca. 1.85-A single bonds and
ca. 2.00-A single bonds as shown in 10,
but this bond length alternation, when
observed, is insufficiently large to distort
the Type I molybdenum coordination
geometry to Type IIll or IIIIl geometry.

a-Mo 12 0 36 Cages. The anions a-PMo 12 0 40 3- [262-267], a-SiMo 12 0 40 4[268, 269], and a-GeMo120404- [270], all have the a-Keggin structure where
an a-Mo 12 0 36 cage (see b in Scheme IT) is connected to an encapsulated tetrahedral oxoanion by weak molybdenum oxygen bonds. Molybdenum centers in the
PM0 12 0 403- anion 152 all have Type I octahedral coordination geometry.
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152

153

The a-Mo 12 0 36 cage building unit 153 contains four approximately planar
M06 0 6 rings that are analogues of the three M0 40 4 rings in the M06 0 18 closo
cage just described. As is the case with M040 4 rings in M06 0 18 cages, bond
length alternation is sometimes observed in these M06 0 6 rings such that ideally
T d cage symmetry is reduced to T symmetry.
In [(n-C6H13)4Nh(CH3)(PMo12040) [267], all molybdenum centers have
Type I coordination geometry, but binding of the methyl group to a bridging
oxygen lengthens its Mo-O bonds significantly, initiating a pattern of bond length
alternation in the M0 6 0 6 ring containing the methoxy group. The bond length
alternation induced by methylation is superposed on the pattern of bond length
alternation noted above for the parent anion. The remaining M06 0 16 rings are
unaffected by methylation, indicating that the methylation-induced bond length
alternation is transmitted predominantly in a trans as opposed to a cis fashion.

j3-Mo 12 0 S6 Cages. The j3-SiMo12 04Q4- anion [271] has the structure shown
in 154 where a j3-M0 12 0 36 cage 155 (see c in Scheme II) is connected to a
central Si044- group by weak Mo-O bonds. Although molybdenum centers in
the j3-SiM012 0 40 4- appear to have Type I coordination geometry, discussion of
structural details is precluded by the poor precision of the structure determination.

154

155
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a-Mo 18 0 54 Cages. The S2Mo1S0624- or [(S042-)2(M01S054)] anion [272]
has the structure shown in 156 where two S04 2- anions are encapsulated by
an a-Mo 1S 0 54 cage building unit 157 (see d in Scheme II). Trans bond length
alternation in all three MosOs rings distorts the ideally D3h Mo 1S0 54 cage 157
to virtual D3 symmetry. Here, bond length alternation is more exaggerated than
bond length alternation noted above for M060 19 2- and a-Keggin anions, and
coordination geometry at several molybdenum centers is distorted to Type I/II
geometry.

157

3.5.2. Nido Cage Building Units
M0 5 0 17 4- Cages. Removal of an MoOH unit from an octahedral M060 1S
closo cage yields the square pyramidal M0 50 17 4- nido cage observed as a structural building unit in several polyoxomolybdates, including C5H5TiMo501s3[273, 274], ONM060 183- [185], C6H5N2Mo601S3- [275], 4F5N2Mo601S3[276], and (C6H5)CH3NNMo601S2- [277]. In the C5H5 TiMo 50 1S3- anion 158,
all six molybdenum atoms have Type I octahedral coordination geometry, but
in its Mo0 2CI+ adduct, C5H5TiMo602oC12- 159 [278], the C5H5TiMo50183structure 158 is severely distorted.

159
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The consequences of Mo0 2CI+ binding are not localized, but extend throughout
the structure by a pattern of predominantly trans bond length alternation of the
type described above for the methylated a-PMo 12 0 403- ion: two oxomolybdenum(VI) centers in 158 have Type I coordination geometry, two have Type I/ll
geometry, and one has Type II geometry.
M0 9 0 27

Cages. Trans bond length alternation noted above for M080 8 rings in
S2Mo180624- anion 156 is far more pronounced in the P2Mo180626- [279,280]
and AS2Mo180626- ions [281]. The two P043- ions in P2Mo180626- are linked
to molybdenum centers by weak Mo-O bonds as shown in 160.
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When both phosphate groups are removed
from 160, the resulting M0 180 54 group 161,
unlike the corresponding M0 18 0 54 group
157 in S2Mo180624-, is not a structural
building unit. The M0 180 54 161 group
contains two M09 0 27 groups linked together
by weak molybdenum-oxygen bonds, and the
P2Mo180626- anion therefore has the structural
formula [(P043-h(Mog0 27h]. This formulation
reflects the coordination geometry observed
at molybdenum centers in 160, where the six
central, equatorial molybdenum atoms have Type
162
II coordination geometry and the two sets of three
peripheral, axial molybdenum atoms have Type
I/ll geometry.
The H6PMog0343- anion 162 [282, 283, 280, 284] has the structural formula
[(P043-)(Mog027 )(H20h] and contains the same M09 0 27 nido-cage building
unit found in the P2Mo180626- anion.
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Note that the H6PMog0343- anion does not adopt a symmetric structure where the P043is weakly bonded to the hypothetical ~M09030 group 163,
where molybdenum centers in an
M090 30 6- monoxomolybdenum
nido cage building unit have Type
I coordination geometry. Instead,
the H6PMog0343- anion adopts
structure 162, where the six pairs
of hydroxy ligands in 163 are replaced by three oxo ligands and
163
three aquo ligands, presumably
for the same reasons that "yl"
ions adopt the oxo-aquo structure 5 instead of the dihydroxy structure 4. Expressed in terms of off-center displacement as opposed to "yl" ion formation, the
P2MolS0626- and ~PM090343- ions display trans bond length alternation as in
7, presumably because the alternative valence structure 6 implies stressed bonds,
and hence a higher-energy structure (see Section 2.1).

3.6. HYBRID DIOXOMOLYBDENUMIMONOXOMOLYBDENUM BUILDING
UNITS

In Sections 3.1 to 3.5, most building units contained either dioxomolybdenum
groups or monoxomolybdenum groups. Here, hybrid structural building units are
described that contain both monoxomolybdenum and dioxomolybdenum groups.

3.6.1. Hybrid Chain Building Units
Valence structures for three simple hybrid chain building units, Mo 20 S4- ,
Mo30 n 4-, and M030 126-, are shown in 164, 165 and 166, respectively.
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166
Betpakdalit, lIs-x [K(H 2 0)6]x [Ca(H20)6]4 [M016As4Fes074] ·4H20 [285],
contains the AS2Mos03716- group shown in 167, where six molybdenum atoms
have Type II coordination geometry and two molybdenum atoms have Type I/III
coordination geometry.

167
Reduction of this group to its structural building units yields the structural
formula [(M02072-)(Mo30114-h(As043-)]. The M02072- dioxomolybdenum
chain unit in 167 adopts the same conformation observed in the oxalate complex
40. The M030 11 4- groups each contain a central Type I/III molybdenum center
and can be idealized in two ways. If this molybdenum center is treated as a distorted Type I center, the M030 11 4- group is a distorted hybrid structural building
unit 165. If the Type I/III molybdenum center is treated as a distorted Type III
center, the M030 11 4- group contains three structural building units, two M00 42units plus a distorted Mo03 trioxomolybdenum unit.

3.6.2. Hybrid Ring Building Units
In the M05017CH33- or [(M0 50 16 2-)(OCH3-)] ion [115] 168, four molybdenum centers have Type II coordination geometry and one has Type I/II geometry,

135
and when Type I/II coordination geometry is idealized to Type I geometry, the
M050 16 2- building unit has the valence structure 169.

o
168

169

The M05017H3- anion most likely has the [(M0 50 16 2-)(OH-)] structure [115],
not the [(M004 2-)(M040 12 )(OH-)] structure once assigned [286] by analogy
with the {[(CH3hAs022-](M04012)(OH-)} structure (see Section 3.2.1).
A hybrid ring structural building unit is also observed in the catecholate complex [M0401O(OCH3h(02C6~h]2- 170 [96, 97]. This building unit has the
valence structure 171 and is a valence isomer of the M02072- dimer 33 found
in the M040 lO (OCH3)6 2- anion 43 (see Section 3.2.1).

170

171

3.6.3. Hybrid Polycyclic Building Units
In the polycyclic dioxomolybdenum building units discussed in Section 3.3, trivalent oxygen atoms serve as ring junctions. The hybrid building units introduced in
this Section illustrate how molybdenum atoms can also serve as ring junctions.
anion 172 [287] has the structural formula
The SiM09 0 33 S [(Si044-)(Mo042-)(Mos0252-)]. Seven molybdenum atoms in 172 have
Type IT coordination geometry and two have Type I/II geometry, and when
coordination geometry at the Type I/II centers is idealized to Type I geometry, the
valence structure 173 is obtained.
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174

172

The MOS0 25 2- building unit in 173 is a hybrid tricyclic unit, where all three rings
are joined at two Type IIII molybdenum centers idealized as Type I centers in 173.
Idealization of Type IIII coordination geometry to Type II geometry would yield
the alternative structural formula [(Si044-)(Mo042-)(M02072-)(M0601S)]. The
SiM09 0 33s - structure 172 may be derived from the f'-SiMo 12 04Q4- structure
154 in two steps. In the first step, the hypothetical f'-SiMos03110- anion 174 is
obtained by removing an M040 9 6+ group from 154 to form the hypothetical 1'SiMos 0 31 1O - anion 174. In the second step, an M00 22+ group is added to 174 to
form the SiM09 0 33s- anion 172.

173
In M036012SH32S- anion 175, observed in Ks[M0360112(H20h6]·nH20 [288,
289] and Nag[M0360112(H20)16]·58H20 [290], has the structural formula
[(M0042-h(M03401044-)(H20)16], where the hybrid polycyclic M03401044building unit 176 has eight ring junctions at four trivalent oxygen atoms and four
seven-coordinate molybdenum atoms, junctions that are more readily identified in
its valence structure 177, where weak Mo-O bonds have been deleted for purposes
of clarity.
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Cleavage of the four bonds connecting the oxygen and molybdenum junction
atoms yields an M0 14 0 42 dioxomolybdenum ring plus two MO lO 0 31 2 - fragments. In the M0360128H328- anion 175, each MO lO 0 31 2 - fragment is connected
to three water molecules and a single orthomolybdate unit as shown in 178.

178
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3.7. THE 1RIOXOMOLYBDENUM BUILDING UNIT

The oxalate complex N~[M003C204]·2H20 contains (Mo03)oo trioxomolybdenum chain polymers and C20 42- oxalate ligands, where each bidentate
oxalate ligand is bonded to one molybdenum center and one of the doubly-bonded
oxygen atoms in each trioxomolybdenum unit is linked to a neighboring Mo03
unit by a weak Mo-O bond [291,292]. Here, Type ill coordination geometry is
quite symmetric: 2.21- and 2.17-A bonds to oxalate ligands are trans to 1.72- and
1.74-A bonds to the terminal oxygen atoms, and bonds to each doubly-bridging
oxygen atom connecting Mo03 units are 1.77 and 2.23 A long.
The CU6M05018 structure [293,146] contains monomeric trioxomolybdenum
building units, and its [(M0042-hoo(Mo03hoo] oxomolybdenum (VI) structure
179 is obtained by adding Mo03 groups to the (M00 42-)oo structure observed in
HgMo04 (see 31 in Section 3.1.1).
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For purposes of comparison, the HgMo04 orthomolybdate polymer is drawn in 180 from the same
viewpoint adopted in 179. Type ill, Type II and
Type I/II octahedral coordination geometry is observed at molybdenum centers in CU6M05018, and
idealization of Type I/II centers to Type II geometry yields dioxomolybdenum orthomolybdate and
trioxomolybdenum building units.
The
(NH4)4CU2M08028(H20ho
structure [294] contains discrete M080 28 8- or
[(M02072-h(Mo042-h(Mo03h] anions, where
molybdenum centers have Type II and Type ill
coordination geometry as shown in 181. This anion
is designated 'Y-M080288- to distinguish it from the
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(3, 'Y and € isomers treated in Section 3.1.
Trioxomolybdenum building units are also found in the trinuclear
squarate complex [M0308(OCH3)(C404h]3- [115] 182 and the binuclear 1oxyethylidenediphosphonate complex {M0 20 6[CH3C(O)(P03h]}5- 183 [295].
In addition to a trioxomolybdenum unit, the first complex contains an M0 20 72chain building unit and the second contains an orthomolybdate building unit.
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Three closely related trinuclear complexes containing trioxomolybdenum building units are shown in 184-186. Molybdenum centers in
the {M0307[CH3C(CH20)2bP- structure 184 [296] have Type II,
Type rum, and Type ill coordination geometry and when Type rum
geometry is idealized to Type II geometry as in 184, this complex has
the structural formula [(M00 42-h(Mo03)]. Its methylated derivative
{M0306(OCH3)[CH3C(CH20hb} - 185 [296, 297] also contains M00 42and Mo03 building units but the CH30-Mo bond length is 1.87 A and this
molybdenum center therefore has Type rum as opposed to Type ill coordination
geometry. Two alternative descriptions of the structure are valid, one involving
two M0042- building units and one Mo03 building unit as in 184 and another
involving M0 20 72- and M00 42- building units. Precisely the same situation
prevails in the {[C5(CH3h]RhhMo309(OCH3)4 structure 186 [95].

184

185
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Portions of two larger structures treated in previous Sections are closely related to structures 184-186. Removal of one Mo0 2(OCH 2CH3)+ group from
the tetranuclear M0408(CH3CH20h[CH3C(CH20hh complex 44 (see Section
3.1.2) yields the ethyl analogue ofthe{M0306(OCH3)[CH3C(CH20h]} - anion
185. Also, the central molybdenum atom of the M030 11 4- hybrid chain building
unit 165 in betpakdalit (see 167 in Section 3.6.1) has Type IIIll coordination
geometry that can be idealized to Type ill geometry. From this point of view,
the M030 11 4- unit in 167 contains the same [(M00 42-h(Mo03)] configuration
found in 184-186.
For the sake of completeness, the {M0204[02NC(CH20hh}2- anion 187
[296, 297] and the hM0 20 166- anion 188 [298] are shown from about the same
viewpoint adopted in 167.
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Both structures contain two monomeric orthomolybdate structural building units
connected by a pair of bridging oxygen atoms as in 184-186. The triolate ethoxide
complex {MoO[(CH3(CH 20h](CH3CH20)h mentioned in Section 3.4.1 may be
viewed as a derivative of 187 obtained by ethylating two centrosymmetricallyrelated terminal oxygen atoms. Although 187 and this ethoxy derivative both
have the same M 20 lO metal-oxygen framework geometry defined by two M06
octahedra sharing an edge, they are valence isomers represented by the structural
formulas [(M00 42-h(02-h] and [(MoO 5 2-h], respectively.

4. Structural Building Units in High-Valent Early Transition Metal Oxides
In Section 3, a large number of oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds were reduced
to a relatively small number of molecular and polymeric structural building units.
In the first parts of this Section, the identification of structural building units in
other classes of high-valent early transition metal oxide compounds is briefly considered. Next, the possibility of treating dynamic behavior in terms of structural
building units is explored. This discussion is followed by some general comments
concerning the scope and limitations of the approach promoted in this Chapter.
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4.1. MOLYBDENUM BLUES, BRONZES, AND OTHER DERIVATIVES

Unlike polynuclear oxomolybdenum(V) compounds, whose structures generally have little in common with the structures adopted by oxomolybdenum(vD
compounds [299], mixed-valence oxomolybdenum(VND compounds frequently
adopt structures based on the same building units encountered in oxomolybdenum(VD chemistry. In addition, derivatives obtained by replacing metal and/or
oxygen atoms in oxomolybdenum(VI) with heteroatoms often have the same
structure as their parent compounds.

4.1.1. Molybdenum Blues
Mixed-valence
Mo(VNI)
polyoxometalates are known as
molybdenum blues [300, 301]. In
some cases, molybdenum blues
have structures very similar to
those adopted by oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds, structures
such as the QI- and ,6-Keggin
structures described above in
Section 3.5.1 [302, 303]. In
other cases, the structure of
a molybdenum blue may be
formally derived from a known
oxomolybdenum(VI) structure by
a condensation process involving
formal loss of 0 2- , as in the case
189
of the M0140461O- anion [304],
whose structure may be generated
from two M070246- anions 121
by elimination of two 0 2- anions to generate a hypothetical M01404lanion having the M01404610- structure. In most cases, however, the structural
relationship between molybdenum blues and Mo(VI) polyoxometalates is more
tenuous. Consider, for example, the [(Mo0 3h 76(H20)63(CH30Hh 7Hn](32-n)anion [305]. Its structure is based on an Mo2n07n double ring, n = 32, a cyclic
version of the Mo2oo0700 monoxomolybdenum double chain 147, where terminal
oxygen atoms are directed away from the center of the ring. Orthomolybdate
groups are bonded to the molybdenum atoms in this ring as shown in 108: each
Mo04 group is bonded to four molybdenum atoms in the M0640224 ring such
that six-coordination is achieved at all 64 molybdenum atoms, requiring 64/4
= 16 Mo04 groups. The remaining molybdenum atoms form M060 15 groups
connected to the periphery of the M0640224 double ring as shown in 189. Each
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Mo04 group is connected to one and only one M060 15 group by a weak Mo-O
bond, also shown in 189, creating a total of 16 seven-coordinate molybdenum
centers.
The complete structure is obtained by coordinating H 20 or CH30H ligands
to the remaining five molybdenum centers in each M060 15 group. There are a
total of sixteen M060 15 groups, one per Mo0 4 group, accounting for all 16x5 =
80 H 2 0/CH3 0H groups in the anion. Each pentagonal bipyramidal molybdenum
center is linked to five neighboring octahedral molybdenum centers by sharing
polyhedral edges, a configuration also observed in the M0360128H32 8- anion 175.
However, metal-oxygen bonding within this M07027 group is quite different in the
mixed valence compound (see 190) and the Mo(VI) compound (see 191).

190

191

4.1.2. Mixed-Valence Molybdenum Oxides and Molybdenum Bronzes
In general, simple mixed-valence molybdenum(VNI) oxides [306] and complex mixed-valence molybdenum(VNI) oxides [307], known as molybdenum
bronzes, may be reduced to their structural building units following the same
procedures used for analyzing oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds. Some mixedvalence oxides like M050 14 [308] and M017047 [309] have structures based
on monoxomolybdenum infinite sheet polymers. These particular compounds
contain pentagonal M070 27 groups of the type just described for the molybdenum blue [(M003)176(H20)63(CH30Hh7Hn](32-n)- (see 190) and the Mo(VI)
polyoxometallate M0360128H328- (see 191). Other compounds such as the
molybdenum bronze K3Mo lO 0 30 have a different type of structure containing
both monoxomolybdenum and dioxomolybdenum groups [310]. The K3Mo lO 0 30
structure reduces to Mooo 0 300 3- quadruple chain building units 192, and these
infinite chain units are stacked into infinite sheets where weak Mo-O bonds are
formed between five-coordinate molybdenum atoms and bridging oxygen atoms
in neighboring Mooo 0 300 3- chains.
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The quadruple chains stacked in this fashion form staircase-like infinite sheets
curiously similar to the oxomolybdenum(VI) sheets 104 in CS2M07022 described
in Section 3.1.5.
Kihlborg has analyzed systematic patterns of trans bond length alternation
in mixed-valence molybdenum(VNI) oxides and pointed out how the "normal"
long-short-Iong-short sequence is sometimes interrupted by a long-short-shortlong sequence at the midpoint of the chain [311-314]. Consider, for example, the
pattern of bond length alternation 193 observed in ,),-M040 n [315]. Bond length
alternation of the type discussed in Section 2.1 and illustrated in 7 is violated at
the midpoint of the chain, and Mo=O groups at opposite ends of the chain are
pointed in opposite directions, not in the same direction as shown in 7.
OIllIlIllIllMo=O-- ---Mo=O-- --Mo-O-h.'io-- --O=Mo--· - -O=MOIlIIIIIIIIO
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4.1.3. Oxomolybdenum(VI) Derivatives
The integrity of structural building units is often maintained when Mo(VI) centers
in oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds are replaced by other dO early transition metal
centers, and the Q- and (j-V2M060266- ions mentioned in Section 3 are representative. Although replacement of oxygen atoms with heteroatoms has not been
explored as extensively, many cases are known where structural building units
are preserved, such as NaMo0 3F [316], derived from Q-Mo03·H20 by replacing
water ligands with fluoride ligands (see 111), and [M05018(MoNC6H4CH3)]2[317], derived from M060 19 2- by replacing a doubly-bonded terminal oxo
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ligand with a p-tolylimido group (see 151). Sometimes, as in the case of
MOs 0 2o (NNPh)6 4 - 23, where six terminal oxo ligands in a-MoS0 26 4 - 122 are
replaced by phenyldiazenido ligands, structural building units remain intact, but
their conformations are altered. Finally, it should be noted that ligand substitution
can have significant repercussions even in mononuclear complexes. The mononuclear cis-dioxomolybdenum(VI) complex Mo0 2[SCCCH3 hCH 2N(CH3h] is formally derived from Mo0 2(OCH2CH20Hh, but molybdenum coordination geometry is clearly nonoctahedral and has been described as skew trapezoidal
[318].
4.2. EARLY TRANSITION METAL OXIDES IN GENERAL

If the bond length criteria employed above for the identification of structural
building units in oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds are applied to oxotungsten(VI)
compounds, families of structural building units emerge that are in many respects
similar to those observed for oxomolybdenum(VI) compounds. Oxovanadium(V)
compounds may be approached in a similar fashion, and structural building units
can in many cases be identified that are fragments of the V 20 5 structure in the
same sense that oxomolybdenum(VI) building units are fragments of the a- and
j3-M003 structures as described in Section 3 [319]. Structural building units are
generally not as readily identified in Nb(V), Ta(V), Ti(IV), Zr(IV), and Hf(IV)
oxide materials. However, when attention is focused on perovskite-like materials,
Kihlborg's approach to molybdenum oxides is applicable.

Structural building units may be unambiguously identified in early transition
metal oxide compounds only in those cases where metal coordination is sufficiently irregular such that a clear distinction can be made between long bonds and
short bonds. Moreover, the identification of structural building units is useful only
if the distinction between strong and weak bonds is defined in such a fashion that
a set characteristic structural building units emerge. Since irregular coordination
geometry in early transition metal oxide compounds apparently has its physical
origin in metal-oxygen d-p IT bonding interactions as described in Section 2.1, it
should come as no surprise that structural building units tend to be well-defined
when high-valent, electron-deficient metal centers with appropriately low-lying,
empty d orbitals are involved.
4.3. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF OXOMOLYBDENUM(VI) BUILDING UNITS

Relatively little attention has been focused on the detailed mechanisms governing the interconversion of structural building units in oxomolybdenum(VI)
compounds. An interesting pathway was proposed several years ago for conversion of the a-MoS0 26 4 - or [(MoOl-h(M0601S)] anion 119 into the isomeric
j3-MOS0 26 4 - or [(M04 0 12 h(02-h] anion 118, a transformation known to pro-
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ceed in solution [320]. Some of the reaction intermediates believed to be involved
have since been isolated and characterized [238, 321], lending some plausibility
to these speculations.
A
structural
rearrangement
of
the
C,H5AsM070254or
[(C6H5As032-)(M0042-)(M06018)] anion where structural building units
remain intact has been characterized using variable-temperature 170 NMR
line-shape analysis, 170 spin saturation transfer techniques, and 17 0 label
crossover experiments [322]. This anion is a derivative of the a-M08 0 26 4 - anion
122, where C6H 5Asol- and M0042- groups are bonded to opposite sides
of the M06018 ring. Structural rearrangement is intramolecular and involves
inversion of the M060 18 ring accompanied by reorientation of the M00 42building unit relative to the M060 18 ring. Both of these processes are degenerate,
that is, neither involves net structural change. The C6H5AsM070254- anion
is therefore a fluxional (stereochemically nonrigid) molecule [323], displaying
the same type of behavior characteristic of small molecules such as ammonia.
Fluxional processes such as M06018 ring inversion and M00 42- reorientation
in C6H5AsM070254- or NH3 inversion are often referred to as pseudorotations,
since interconversion of reactant and product configurations gives the appearance
of a simple rotation operation if the atoms are not labeled. For example, rotation
of 194 by 1800 about a vertical axis followed by a smaller rotation about a
horizontal axis yields 195.
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The significance of the fluxionality identified in C6H5AsM070254- rests in
the fact that M00 42- reorientation and M060 18 ring inversion are achieved without breaking any strong Mo-O bonds, that is, without breaking any M-O single
or double bonds as defined in Section 2.2. This process involves breaking only
weak Mo-O bonds, those interconnecting the M00 42- and M060 18 building
units, and, in the case of M060 18 ring inversion, a conformational change. A
rapid structural rearrangement that preserves the integrity of structural building
units offers physical support for the assumption that long bonds are weak bonds
and short bonds are strong bonds, since breaking relatively weak bonds implies
relatively low activation energies.
Generalizing the results obtained for the C6H5AsM070254- isomerization,
it is natural to ask whether intramolecular isomerizations in polymeric solids,
usually referred to as structural phase transitions, might also have low activa-
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tion energies if the integrity of structural building units is preserved. With this
possibility in mind, interconversion of the low temperature and high temperature LbM0 40 13 polymorphs introduced in Section 3.1.4 warrants reexamination.
Recall that interconversion of the H-Li2M04013 and L-Li 2M040 13 polymorphs
may be achieved by a sheer motion within tetramolybdate double chains. Referring back to 84 and 86, H-Li 2M0 4 0 13 double chains in 84 are generated from
L-Li 2M040 13 double chains in 86 when the upper single chain is shifted to the
right relative to the lower single chains in the double chain. This shear transformation involves shifting only the weak metal-oxygen bonds interconnecting
M04 0 13 2 - building units as shown in valence structures 196 and 197, where one
M0 4 0 132 - unit is included from the relevant upper and lower single chains in 84
and 86, respectively.
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As far as the relationship between the two M04 0 13 2 - units are concerned, the
1961197 interconversion is a pseudorotation in precisely the same fashion that the
1941195 interconversion is a pseudorotation: in both cases one configuration is
related to the other by a 1800 rotation about a vertical axis followed by a smaller
rotation about a horizontal axis such that the two configurations are related by
a translation operation. Note, however, that interconversion of 196 and 197, unlike the interconversion of 194 and 195, does not require labeling of nuclei to
distinguish between pseudorotation and rotation, since the weak bonds to adjacent single chains in the L- and H- Li2 Mo 4 0 13 structures, indicated by dashed
lines extending above and below the M0 4 0 13 2 - dimers in 196 and 197, provide
the required labeling. This is often the case when a molecular transformation is
characterized solely by the relationship between initial and final configurations:
processes that cannot be differentiated when the configurations rotate freely in
space may nonetheless be distinguishable in the solid state if the configurations
no longer have rotational freedom [324].
The purpose of the exercise just completed is not to suggest that structural
phase transitions are energetically favorable only when the integrity of structural
building units are retained. Instead, its purpose is to illustrate how the identification of structural building units may lead to an enormous conceptual simplification
of complex structural transformations.
4.4. LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE OF THE MOLECULAR APPROACH

The exercise of first identifying molecular building units in high-valent early transition metal oxide compounds and then drawing their valence structures solely on
the basis of bond length criteria is a purely formal procedure: its starting point is
bond lengths and its endpoint is a diagrammatic representation of these very same
bond lengths. For example, the valence structures included in this Chapter offer no
insight into the relative charges on nonequivalent metal and oxygen centers [325],
and from this point of view, they are no more informative than valence structures
of simple organic molecules such as ethyl acetate 198, which yield no information
about the relative charges on nonequivalent carbon and oxygen atoms.
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Nor can the formalisms described in this Chapter make predictions concerning
the structures of complex oxides. Since structural information is a prerequisite,
valence structures are no more capable of structural predictions than orbital
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hybridization fonnalisms that also require structural infonnation as input. Furthermore, the present fonnalism, although motivated by physical considerations such
as IT-bonding and off-center displacement, in no way embodies these physical considerations: valence structures 199 and 200, drawn by Werner [326] well before
the advent of (T and IT bonding theory, convey the same structural infonnation as
valence structures 4 and 5, respectively. The remaining valence structures drawn
in this Chapter could also be redrawn using Werner's nomenclature without losing
any of their significance.
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The significance of structural building units and their representation as valence structures becomes apparent only when the question of structure-property
relationships is addressed. The closing paragraphs of this Chapter are therefore devoted to a brief discussion of how these valence structures serve as a
bridge between structure and properties in high-valent early transition metal oxide
compounds.
A key chemical property of many early transition metal oxides is there ability
to catalyze the selective O 2 oxidation of small organic and inorganic molecules
[1]. The selective oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes is a representative process,
and when Q-Mo03 acts as the catalyst, oxidation proceeds after initial fonnation of a surface alkoxide complex [327]. Given that the molybdenum centers in
Q-Mo0 3 have Type II octahedral coordination geometry, this alkoxide group is
most likely bonded to a Type II oxomolybdenum(VI) center as shown in 201. This
environment is observed in [(P3 Og)Mo0 2 (OCH 2 CH3)]2- , 25 in Section 3.1.1,
and since thennolysis of this complex yields acetaldehyde [328], the oxidation
reaction may be represented as conversion of 201 into 202.

202
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Arrows drawn in 201 indicate the net rearrangement of valence electron pairs
implied by reduction of the hexavalent Mo(VI) center to a tetravalent Mo(N) center and oxidation of the alkoxide ligand to acetaldehyde. Since valence structures
201 is Lewis structure [329], the "arrow convention" may be used to represent its
transformation into 202 [330]. Free radical reactions may be treated in a similar
fashion by using single-headed arrows to follow the movement of single electrons. For example, photolysis of [(P30g)Mo02(OCH2CH3)]2- yields ethylene
as the organic product [328], a f3 elimination reaction known as a Norrish Type II
cleavage in carbonyl chemistry [331]. The mechanism shown in Scheme III may
be justified by drawing an analogy between molybdenyl and carbonyl chemistry:
n--t7r* electronic excitation generates a molybdenum(V) center plus an oxygen
anion radical capable of ,-hydrogen atom abstraction.
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Scheme III
Metal-oxygen multiple bonding affects the physical as well as the chemical
properties of high-valent transition metal oxide compounds. Electrons in 7r bonds,
unlike electrons in a bonds, are not localized in the strongly bonding region along
the internuclear axis, and they are therefore relatively responsive to externally
applied electric fields. The electrooptic effect, where permittivity and therefore
the refractive index are altered by application of an electric field, therefore tends
to be large in high-valent early transition metal oxides, particularly when chains
of M=O units are aligned in parallel arrays [332]. This is the case in materials
like lithium metaniobate, LiNb03, where trioxoniobium(V) building units 203 are
arranged such that three polar M=O chains intersect at each niobium center. Since
this structure is polar, the electrooptic effect is linear and therefore unusually large.
Lithium metaniobate is also a very robust material, retaining its polar structure up
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to about 1200° C, only about 100° below its melting temperature [333]. Its various
nonlinear optical properties have therefore been studied in great detail and found
widespread practical application [334].
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Many of the unusual electrical properties associated with high-valent early
transition metal compounds have their origin in M=O chains whose polarity may
be reversed at temperatures far below their melting temperatures. For example,
barium metatitanate is a tetragonal, polar material at ambient temperature, but
it loses its polarity at 130°C, its Curie temperature Tc [335]. In t-BaTi0 3 , titanium(IV) centers all have Type I octahedral coordination geometry and are
linked together as shown in 204 such that all of the titanyl groups are oriented
in the same direction. Tetragonal barium metatitanate is spontaneously polarized
at temperatures below 130° C, and since the direction of polarization may be
reversed by application of an electric field, t-BaTi0 3 is classified as a ferroelectric
material.
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The degree of polarization is sensitive to small changes in metal-oxygen bond
lengths, and polarization can be modulated by application of external mechanical
forces: t-BaTi0 3 is a piezoelectric material.
Spontaneous polarization is a well-defined concept on the molecular level in
t-BaTi0 3 and related materials. For example, the direction of polarization in 205
and 206 may be reversed by transferring two protons from one end of the chain to
the opposite end, but these chains are not necessarily ferroelectric because their
polarization might be induced by unsymmetric protonation.
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Polarization is spontaneous when it arises in an otherwise symmetric environment
as in 207, and spontaneous polarization in an otherwise symmetric environment is
accompanied by polarization charges, also shown in 207. Note that valence structures 205 and 206 represent Mo=O chains in the [H6 PM05 0 34 ]3- anion discussed
in Section 3.5.2 (cf. 162 and 163).
In the absence of an externally applied electric field, single-domain crystals of
ferroelectric materials like t-BaTi0 3 tend to be thermodynamically unstable due
to polarization charge that accumulates on crystal surfaces. This charge accumulation is mitigated by formation of domain structures that allow for neutralization
of polarization charges at 90 c irc domain walls. In t-BaTi0 3 , for example, characteristic domain boundaries are formed between domains related by 90 0 and 1800
polarization rotation [336]. Both types of domain wall are illustrated in 208, where
dashed lines represent the centers of domain walls. Here, diagonal 180 0 domain
boundaries intersect vertical 900 domain boundaries. The antiparallel dipole configuration at 1800 domain walls serves to separate regions of positive and negative
charge on the same side of a 90 0 domain wall, and the head-to-tail configuration
at 90 0 domain walls insures that negative charge on one side of the domain wall is
counterbalanced by positive charge on the opposite side of the wall. Note that 1800
polarization rotation implies no macroscopic mechanical strain at 1800 domain
walls, but 900 polarization rotation implies macroscopic mechanical strain since
the distance spanned by two metal-oxygen single bonds at a Type I octahedral
titanium(IV) center is different from the distance spanned by a double bond and
a weak bond. As a result, electrostatic forces that tend to reduce the width of 90 0
domain walls are opposed by mechanical forces favoring domain walls sufficiently
thick to accommodate the mechanical strain implied by the structural mismatch at
90 0 domain boundaries [337].
Domains and domain wall configurations in high-valent early transition metal
ferroelectrics differ in two respects from the idealized valence structures shown in
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207 and 208. First, metal coordination geometry does not change discontinuously
at domain boundaries, particularly when polarization charge is created. In reality,
the degree of bond length alternation changes continuously in order to minimize
mechanical strain and/or delocalize charge. Second, ferroelectric domain boundaries are dynamic entities, not static structures. Domain wall dynamics plays a
key role during polarization reversal, since polarization reversal is not a concerted
process but a stepwise process involving domain wall migration as well as the
creation and elimination of domain walls [336].

208
Domain wall dynamics also playa key role in determining the dielectric properties of ferroelectric materials like t-BaTi0 3 at temperatures just above the Curie
temperature T c, where exceptionally high permittivities are observed. The ferroelectric and high-II: properties of high-valent early transition metal oxides have
a common origin, namely, bond length alternation along metal-oxygen chains.
The domain wall dynamics involved are conveniently described using soliton terminology [338], following the approach successfully adopted for analysis of bond
length alternation in homoatomic chains in materials like polyacetylene [339], het-
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eroatomic chains in materials like polynitriles [340, 341], and hydrogen-bonded
chains like (HF)x [342]. Entropic considerations and the presence of vacancies
and defects dictate that bond length alternation of the type shown in 207 cannot
extend indefinitely in real materials [343]. Structural domains are formed, domains of the type shown in 209, where domain boundaries have been artificially
compressed to single atoms.
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These boundaries can expand and contract as shown in 210 and 211 for dipositive
domain walls ("dipositive solitons") and dinegative domain walls ("dinegative
solitons"), respectively, and in this fashion delocalize charge and reduce electrostatic repulsion between opposite ends of the domain wall. Dinegative and
dipositive domain walls migrate by expanding in one direction and contracting
in the opposite direction, and when they collide, a dipolar domain wall ("bipolaron") is formed as shown in 212. Here, opposite ends of the domain wall have
opposite charges, and contraction of a dipolar domain wall ultimately leads to its
elimination as shown in 213. Since 212 and 213 are reversible processes, creation
of a dipolar domain wall according to 213 followed by division according to 212
provides a mechanism for generating dipositive and dinegative domain walls. Note
that dinegative and dipositive domain walls separate domains having opposite
polarity ("twin domains") and dipolar domain walls separate domains having the
same polarity ("antiphase domains").
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Although entropically favorable, the formation of dynamic domain walls is
energetically unfavorable. At low temperatures, domain boundaries and hence
polar domains are largely "frozen" into electrostatically stabilized domain wall
configurations of the type shown in 208 for t-BaTi03, where a dipositive soluton
is highlighted. With increasing temperature, entropic factors become increasingly
important: domain walls grow in size and/or number and their mobility increases
[344J. Polar domains eventually become sufficiently small and sufficiently isolated by domain walls that bulk spontaneous polarization disappears. In cases like
t-BaTi0 3 where mechanical forces influence the stability of domain wall configurations, the disappearance of spontaneous polarization is associated with a
structural phase transition [345]. However, formation of a nonpolar bulk phase
does not imply disappearance of locally polar domains. These domains persist
in the nonpolar phase as relatively short, polar metal-oxygen chains [346, 347],
and since domain walls in these chains are very mobile, they are very responsive to externally applied electric fields. This facile response is the basis for the
high permittivity observed at temperatures just above Tc in t-BaTi0 3 and related
materials. At temperatures near Tc, these materials are fluxional [348], and their
structural/dynamic behavior is characterized by a collective reaction coordinate or
"soft mode" [349].
When dO early transition metal oxides are partially reduced to form blues
and bronzes of the type discussed in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, the extra valence
electrons occupy metal-oxygen d-p 71"* antibonding orbitals localized largely at
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the metal centers. Bond length alternation is inhibited in two directions at the
reduced metal centers, stabilizing Type I octahedral coordination relative to Type
II and Type ill geometry. In soliton terminology, polarons are formed, and in
polyoxometalates, these polarons may condense to form bipolarons, as described
by Kazansky in this book. Larger clusters may form in polymeric systems, and in
systems like K3 Mo lO 0 30 where the number of electrons occupying 11"* antibonding orbitals is less than the number of 11"* antibonding orbitals available at Type
I metal centers (see 192), complex phase behavior is observed. Specifically, an
incommensurate phase is observed at low temperatures, and the d-electron charge
density wave associated with this phase is mobile. At very low temperatures, bond
length alternation is still a viable option at dO Type I molybdenum(VI) centers in
K3 Mo lO 0 30 [350], and "memory effects" have been observed that are in some
respects analogous to the dielectric behavior just described for t-BaTi0 3 [6].
When high-valent early transition metal oxide compounds are reduced to their
structural building units and represented using valence structures, apparently different materials are revealed to have much in common. The same coordination
geometries are observed in molecular and polymeric systems; molecular and
polymeric materials both reduce to the same structural building units. "Spontaneous" patterns of bond length alternation observed in rings and cages also
appear in chains and sheets, and patterns of bond length alternation may be
"induced" by chemical substitution or by electric fields. Temperature-dependent
fiuxionality is observed both in molecular and polymeric systems. Dinegative
metal-oxygen chains of the type found in dioxomolybdenum(VI) building units
appear as dinegative domain boundaries in ferroelectrics; "abnormal" patterns of
bond length alternation found in mixed-valence molybdenum(VNI) oxides appear as dipositive domain boundaries. The pattern of behavior is unmistakable:
structural building units and their valence structures provide a simple means for
relating structure and properties in a large class of complex materials.
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